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Abstract

Recent airpower operations revealed a deficiency in the United States Air
Force’s (USAF) ability to precisely attack mobile targets at standoff ranges with
minimal collateral damage. Future airpower operations will be executed in po-
litically sensitive strategic environments and thus will require the ability to pre-
cisely destroy mobile targets that may have been strategically placed by an ad-
versary in areas with a high risk of collateral damage. Current air-to-ground
guided weapon systems, including man-in-the-loop guidance weapon systems,
have limited “collateral reduction” capabilities; and future autonomous precision
standoff weapon systems may increase the risk and uncertainty associated with
collateral damage due to technology limitations. The acquisition of a precision
standoff man-in-the-loop weapon system through the modification of current
weapon systems or the acquisition of a new weapon system may provide the
USAF a critically needed air-to-ground capability against mobile targets in a
high-risk collateral damage environment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The fundamental problem of managing military research and development is that
uncertainty about the enemy and about the costs and benefits of new technolo-
gies make it impossible to identify the single best route to innovation.

—Stephen P. Rosen

Stephen Rosen’s statement identifies one of the most challenging problems
facing political and military leaders today. In an era of uncertainty, which in-
cludes a diversity of potential threats and military operations, what is the
“single best route” in the area of military innovation to translate limited re-
search and development (R&D) resources into capabilities to deal with cur-
rent or potential threats to the United States (US) and its allies? Currently,
the United States Air Force (USAF) is embracing a recent military technolog-
ical innovation—autonomous guided air-to-ground weapons—while reduc-
ing or eliminating other guided air-to-ground weapons. In light of recent air-
power operations and the uncertainty of future security challenges, military
operations, and threats: Is this R&D strategy the single best route for the
USAF in the area of air-to-ground weapons?

Problem Background and Significance

Precision engagement has been the Holy Grail of airpower visionaries,
theorists, operators, and technologists since the inception of airpower. Im-
provement in airpower precision engagement has been remarkable. Air-
power operations during Operation Desert Storm vindicated the USAF’s
armament R&D approach to precision engagement and demonstrated the
service’s ability to attack and destroy fixed strategic targets precisely, ef-
fectively, and with minimal collateral damage. However, recent military
operations have shown a need for precision conventional strike (PCS) ca-
pabilities against mobile targets.1

The success of airpower operations during Allied Force, a North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) military operation against Serbian atrocities
in Kosovo, also appears to validate the USAF’s R&D strategy over the pre-
vious decade. In PCS operations, the USAF’s autonomous weapons greatly
increased airpower capabilities and effectiveness. Joint direct attack mu-
nitions (JDAM) and conventional air-launched cruise missiles (CALCM)
demonstrated the stunning capabilities of USAF precision engagement.
However, there were deficiencies and limitations associated with current
USAF PCS capabilities.
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Airpower precision engagement in Allied Force revealed a deficiency
in airpower’s ability to precisely attack mobile targets and fielded forces
in a complex political-military collateral damage sensitive environment.
The inability to identify and precisely destroy military targets in close
proximity of noncombatants was the main cause of this deficiency. This
problem, coupled with the political and military leadership’s desire to
minimize collateral damage and Serbia’s exploitation of this sensitivity,
limited airpower’s ability to attack Serbian military forces in Kosovo.
The Joint Statement on the Kosovo After Action Review stated, “As ex-
pected, attacks on mobile targets proved more problematic than at-
tacks against fixed targets . . . concerns for limiting collateral damage
also constrained us in some circumstances from attacks on possible
ground force targets.”2

This shortfall in airpower PCS capabilities is an obvious vulnerability.
Serbian leaders exploited this shortfall through an asymmetric military
strategy that focused on the use of terror and attempted to use the pre-
mium NATO placed on minimizing civilian casualties and collateral dam-
age. Serbian tactics included exploiting NATO political concerns about
target selection, collateral damage, and conducting military operations
against enemy forces intermingled with civilian refugees.

Political and military authorities’ attitudes towards collateral damage
influence PCS operations and therefore should also influence USAF PCS
weapons research, development, and acquisition. Airpower PCS opera-
tions in high-risk collateral damage environments can have a profound
strategic implication for national interests and military operations. Politi-
cal and military leaders will therefore demand accountability in airpower
PCS operations. In this regard it must be asked, Should a human be in-
volved in target selection and weapon delivery decisions that could result
in intentional or unintentional death and destruction, or will technologi-
cal advances in target identification and weapon guidance provide an “ac-
ceptable accountability” for autonomous systems?

The USAF appears to be supporting “technology accountability” as it de-
velops more autonomous guided air-to-ground weapons, while reducing
and eliminating other guided air-to-ground weapons. Specifically, the
USAF’s air-to-ground munitions road map focuses on autonomous
weapons while demonstrating little interest in man-in-the-loop (MITL)
weapons. Given the uncertainty of future conflicts, should the USAF pur-
sue this particular military innovation strategy? An analysis of the current
strategic environment, US political guidance, US military doctrine, recent
airpower operations, present USAF guided air-to-ground capabilities, and
the USAF’s guided weapons acquisition strategy reveals the USAF may be
reducing airpower’s inherent flexibility by focusing on autonomous
weapon systems while eliminating MITL systems. This reduction in flexi-
bility could diminish the USAF’s ability to deal with uncertainty. 
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Assumptions

This analysis is based on four assumptions. First, American military in-
tervention will occur not only for events that directly affect US national
security interests or those of its allies but for events that attract major
media coverage or those events that have created public or political sym-
pathy in the United States. Second, airpower will continue to grow in im-
portance in US military actions. Third, other than in total war for national
survival, the minimization of casualties—friendly and adversarial—and
collateral damage will drive military operations and rules of engagement
(ROE) in future conflicts. Fourth, the current military drawdown is not a
short-term condition, and budget funding will not fully meet stated US
military requirements.

Methodology

This analysis will not only address the technological issues but the in-
ternational, national, and military strategic environmental issues that
may affect technology. It will, however, address only air-to-ground aircraft
and weapon capabilities in regards to technological issues and does not
address employment tactics or personnel training issues. It is understood
that shortfalls and limitations in PCS operations against mobile targets
may also be due to or overcome by weapon employment tactics or aircrew
training; however, this analysis focuses on only USAF’s research, devel-
opment, and acquisition strategy in regards to PCS operations against
mobile targets. 

Scope

US military airpower capabilities are not limited to the USAF but in-
clude US Navy (USN), US Army, US Marines, and allied or coalition air-
power capabilities. Each service has air-to-ground capabilities that are
critical to successful airpower operations; however, this analysis focuses
on the USAF’s air-to-ground capabilities and its role in PCS operations.
This analysis will include information on USN R&D in air-to-ground mu-
nitions against mobile tactical targets due to a direct joint analysis of al-
ternatives (JAOA), but it will not address USN air-to-ground capabilities
or limitations. As the predominate force in US airpower, this analysis will
focus on USAF’s PCS capabilities against mobile targets and its future re-
search, development, and acquisition strategy in this area.

Many of the issues addressed in this analysis are applicable to and in-
fluenced by unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) developments and operations;
however, this analysis focuses on USAF munition precision engagement
capabilities and does not perform an in-depth analysis of aerial platform
precision engagement capabilities. Additionally, in relation to UAV opera-
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tions, this analysis addresses MITL precision guidance from the air; how-
ever, many of the conclusions and recommendations of this analysis are
applicable to MITL precision engagement operations from the ground. 

Format

This analysis of the USAF’s research, development, and acquisition
strategy in support of PCS operations against mobile tactical targets uses
a five-part approach. Chapter 2 addresses the characteristics of future
military conflicts and airpower operations to include international and na-
tional strategic environment, national political guidance, US military doc-
trine, recent airpower operations, and the challenges and requirements
these issues create for USAF PCS operations. The next part of this analy-
sis, chapter 3, looks at current USAF weapon systems and their capabili-
ties and limitations in the identification and destruction of mobile targets.
Chapter 4 evaluates the USAF’s present armament R&D strategy in re-
gards to PCS capabilities against mobile targets. Chapter 5 discloses and
addresses legal, accountability, operational flexibility, budgetary, and ac-
quisition risk issues associated with airpower PCS operations against mo-
bile targets in a collateral damage sensitive environment. Conclusions and
recommendations on the USAF’s innovation strategy for addressing air-
power PCS operations against mobile tactical targets will be presented in
chapter 6.

Notes

1. “The practice of attacking selected targets with sufficient accuracy for high proba-
bility of kill and low collateral damage,” as defined in John Birkler et al., A Framework for
Precision Conventional Strike in Post–Cold War Military Strategy (Santa Monica, Calif.:
RAND, 1996), iii.

2. Department of Defense, Joint Statement on the Kosovo After Action Review, 14 Octo-
ber 1999, n.p., on-line, Internet, 10 October 1999, available from http://www.defenselink.
mil/news/Oct1999/b10141999_bt478-99.html.
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Chapter 2

The Need for Precision Engagement
against Mobile Targets 

Of course we can only speculate, but I’ll venture to say that without the accuracy
of our current PGMs, we would have had a very difficult time controlling collateral
damage in Kosovo. But without the ability to control collateral damage, we may
not have been able to hold together a 19-member alliance. And without the al-
liance, the entire operation may have failed.

—Gen George T. Babbitt, USAF
—Air Armament Summit 2000
—15 March 2000

In the area of military innovation, Allan R. Millett states that there is a
complex pattern of interaction between strategic assumptions, technol-
ogy, operational doctrine, and civil-military interaction.1 In regards to the
R&D of precision-guided weapons, has the USAF performed a realistic as-
sessment of these issues and their influence on precision engagement re-
quirements and capabilities as Millett suggests? An analysis of the cur-
rent strategic environment, political guidance, military operational
doctrine, and recent airpower operations reveals this complex interaction
and the need for better USAF PCS capabilities against mobile targets.

Strategic Environment

The United States has entered and will probably remain in a strategic
environment that presents many opportunities and challenges. This
strategic environment will create very dynamic and uncertain national se-
curity problems for the US military. The challenges will include—but are
not limited to—regional, asymmetric, and transitional threats to US na-
tional interests.2 US military forces will be involved in a variety of opera-
tions across the spectrum of war to include limited strikes, small-scale
contingencies (SSC), major theater wars, and global conflicts. These oper-
ations will be characterized by dynamic changes in technology and in-
creased coalition military operations. Political and social interests may de-
mand that these military operations be executed with minimal collateral
damage to friendly and enemy forces. Simultaneously, the US military has
experienced a rapid reduction in its defense budget and a corresponding
reduction in force structure. An analysis of world economics, geopolitical
scenarios, threat trends, operational concepts, and trends in US military
forces reveals an extremely complex set of challenges that the USAF may
be called upon to address in the near future.3
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Economic Scenario

The world economy has been likened to innovation cycles, which have ac-
celerated over time. Currently, one theory holds that world economics is in
the beginning of a Fifth Wave Digital Network Software New Media cycle that
will continue to support information technology innovations.4 This innova-
tion cycle will enable rapid exploitation of technology, adversarial technolog-
ical surprise, and economic growth over the next 10 years. The exploitation
of information technology will enable continued economic growth; however,
US budgetary liabilities are projected to dramatically grow after 2010 due to
increases in social security, medicare, medicaid, and other entitlement ex-
penditures.5 Even in a strong economic environment, these expenditures will
result in a US defense budget with a projected growth of approximately 1.5
percent annually through 2035.6 USAF appropriations of the Department of
Defense (DOD) budget will most likely result in armament funding remain-
ing static for the next 15 years. This static funding and air armament’s small
percentage of the Modernization Planning Program budget could result in fu-
ture armament requirements exceeding appropriations and thus place the
USAF in a position where it will be unable to fund needed armament R&D.
Overall, armament R&D funding will continue to be a small USAF invest-
ment.7 In addition, world economic growth could be the catalyst that pro-
vides many countries with the resources needed to confront or challenge the
US regionally.8 A regional competitor, taking advantage of technology ad-
vances, may take limited actions or achieve national objectives that directly
conflict with US interests. In response to these economically based issues,
US forces could be employed in a variety of military operations that may be
heavily dependent on USAF armament capabilities. 

Geopolitical Scenario

A strategic environment that is more complex and less predictable than
ever before will result in a broad range of possible missions and military op-
erations across the spectrum of war. The USAF will have to translate air-
power capabilities to address military operations other than war (MOOTW),
major theater war (MTW), and the possibility of global war (GW). In support
of MOOTW—which includes humanitarian operations, peacekeeping, peace-
making, and SSC operations—future airpower operations could be in re-
sponse to or in support of ethnic-based counterinsurgencies, nonstate ter-
rorism, peace enforcement, raids, limited attacks, limited strikes, and the
neutralization of weapons of mass destruction.9 From 1990 to 1997, the US
military responded to 45 SSCs, as compared to only 16 during the Cold
War.10 It is likely this trend will continue, and the US military could be in-
volved in six to seven “pop-up” SSCs a year. An MTW could involve a low-end
regional competitor (LRC) or a high-end regional competitor (HRC). For ex-
ample, an LRC could involve a Southwest Asian or North Korean adversary,
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while an HRC could result from a threat from China. An HRC is not likely
until after 2010.11 Over the next 25 years, the United States could possibly
be involved in conflicts with three LRCs and one HRC.12 A global US com-
petitor could arise after the year 2020 and increase the possibility of unlim-
ited nuclear war within the next 25 years. In summary, the US military
strength and strategy for the next 25 years must deter GW, be sized for MTW,
and have the capabilities needed for MOOTW.13

Threat Trends

Threat trends will create great challenges for the USAF in air and space
operations. The USAF’s ability to provide this “freedom to attack and free-
dom from attack” will be challenged by advanced technology ground sys-
tems that will be transportable, relocatable, mobile, and very agile.14

These capable military systems could be employed in an asymmetric mil-
itary strategy, which would make the destruction of these mobile targets
very difficult. These military systems could incorporate decoys, Global Po-
sitioning System (GPS) jamming, or be strategically placed next to non-
combatants in a high-risk collateral damage environment that could de-
grade or defeat USAF precision engagement capabilities. Camouflage,
concealment, and deception efforts will make target detection and identi-
fication more difficult. In addition, the sale of technology and military sys-
tems will facilitate the worldwide proliferation of advanced technologies.
This trend will result in the constant modernization of the threat. Tech-
nological parity with the United States may be obtainable by those adver-
saries who can afford it.15

US Military Operational Concept

Current US military operational concepts are based on a “new view of
conflict” which provides responsive, executable courses of actions for po-
litical and military leaders.16 The “traditional view of conflict” was based
on three phases: halt invading forces, build up military combat power
while weakening the adversary, and then mount a decisive counterat-
tack.17 This operational concept was based on an extended deployment
and buildup period that provided the required military forces that would
bring about the “culminating point” during counteroffensive operations.
In the new view of conflict, the halt phase may be planned as the decisive
point in a conflict and not just a buildup phase for US military forces.18

This military operational concept shifts the culminating point to the ini-
tial halt operations in an attempt to decrease the adversary’s initiative and
options while providing the United States and its allies additional options,
branches, or sequels.19 These decisive halt operations will require military
strategies and capabilities that maximize desired effects, minimize vul-
nerability, and may require the minimization of collateral damage. In this
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new military operational concept, US airpower will be critical to halt op-
erations and achieving the culminating point early in the conflict. 

Trends in US Military Forces

US military forces are becoming lighter, leaner, and more lethal in sup-
port of current military operational concepts against a technologically ad-
vancing threat across the entire spectrum of war. Precision engagement
capabilities will push submeter weapon accuracy. USAF armament R&D
will focus on smaller weapons that provide a variety of carriage opportu-
nities. Smaller weapons will allow for higher weapon loadouts per aircraft,
meet internal carriage requirements, and uninhabited combat aerial vehi-
cle (UCAV) carriage limits. Smaller weapons will also greatly reduce airlift
requirements in support of Expeditionary Air Force operations. In re-
sponse to collateral damage concerns and issues, airpower armament
R&D will continue to focus on improving target identification and warhead
effects capabilities. In addition, these smaller, lighter, leaner, and more
lethal weapon systems will contribute significantly to US military sus-
tainment capabilities.

Strategic Environment Conclusions

The strategic environment that the US military finds today and will find
over the next two decades will be very dynamic and uncertain. Economic
and technological growth over the next two decades will create opportuni-
ties and challenges for the US military. Military strength and strategies
must deter GW, be sized for MTW, and have the capabilities needed for
MOOTW. Threat trends will create great challenges for the USAF in air
and space operations that support the US military’s freedom to attack and
freedom from attack. The military operational concept will be based on
achieving the culminating point early in a conflict and providing a variety
of responsive, executable courses of actions for political and military lead-
ers. In addition, US military forces will become lighter, leaner, and more
lethal in an effort to support military operational concepts against a tech-
nologically advancing threat across the entire spectrum of war. In re-
sponse to this strategic environment, the USAF armament R&D strategy
will be challenged by many of these issues as it attempts to improve the
USAF’s precision engagement capabilities. 

National Security Strategy
and National Political Guidance

The questions why, when, where, and how America will go to war in the
current dynamic and uncertain strategic environment is founded in the na-
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tion’s national security strategy (NSS) and influenced by the guidance of its
political leaders. US military engagement is based not only on threats to vital
national interests but also on the political leadership’s views, values, and be-
liefs. In addition, military action may at times be “event driven” and influ-
enced by public opinion. US military action could take the form of a coalition
or allied operations or it could be a single armed service in DOD that exe-
cutes the military operation. Many of these issues that influence US military
engagement can also affect USAF armament R&D.

Through the NSS, political leaders refine vital strategic interests and di-
rect military engagement in support of these interests. The current 1999
NSS report to Congress, A National Security Strategy for a New Century
(NSS), states that the three core objectives of the US NSS are to enhance
America’s security, to bolster America’s economic prosperity, and to pro-
mote democracy abroad. A variety of vital, important, and humanitarian
national interests support the achievement of these objectives. Central to
achieving these objectives and responding to national interest will be US
engagement and leadership in world affairs. This engagement and leader-
ship will involve military forces, capabilities, and operations. The NSS fur-
ther states, “To be secure we must not only have a strong military; we
must also continue to lead in limiting the military threat to our country
and the world.”20 The NSS stresses that US leadership and involvement in
international crises and problems are essential to a prosperous America.
However, political leaders, specifically the president, can define the crite-
ria for US military action in response to real-world, real-time events. For
example, in regards to ethnic cleansing in the Balkans, President William
J. Clinton stated, “If the world community has the power to stop it, we
ought to stop ethnic cleansing”21 and “If somebody comes after innocent
civilians and tries to kill them en masse because of their race, their eth-
nic background, or their religion and it is within our power to stop it, we
will stop it.”22 Many of these interests and the resulting military actions
may be driven by major media coverage, aroused political sympathy, or in
support of US allies. This type of “political reality” in conjunction with tra-
ditional national interests will drive military operations across the spec-
trum of war in a highly dynamic strategic environment.

The US military may not have the capabilities and flexibility to respond
to politically driven national interest operations. In regards to military in-
volvement in US engagement and leadership abroad, the NSS states,
“Transformation of our military forces is critical to meeting the military
challenges of the next century. Exploiting the revolution in military affairs
is fundamental if US forces are to retain their dominance in an uncertain
world. Investment in R&D while closely monitoring trends in likely future
threats are important elements of our transformation effort.”23 The NSS
further states, “Transformation extends well beyond the acquisition of
new military systems—we seek to leverage technological, doctrinal, oper-
ational, and organizational innovations to give US forces greater capabili-
ties and flexibility.”24 However, the US military may not be prepared for
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the current political dimension of war. Its doctrine and war-fighting capa-
bilities may be focused on fighting large conventional adversaries, and it
may be unable to address the political reality of asymmetric conflicts.25 In
addition, pop-up contingency operations may be reducing the US mili-
tary’s ability to transform its capabilities and benefit from a possible rev-
olution in military affairs by pulling money from weapon R&D to pay for
increased day-to-day operations.26

The NSS is founded on continued US engagement and leadership abroad.
In support of this engagement strategy, the United States will be required to
respond to a full range of military operations across the spectrum of war in
a dynamic strategic environment that will produce asymmetric threats and
military strategies against the United States. Political aspects and realities
will continue to challenge US military weapon research and modernization
programs. The USAF’s armament R&D must address these political realities
as it transforms USAF precision engagement capabilities and flexibility to
meet the military challenges of the next century. 

Joint and USAF Doctrine

The significance of USAF precision engagement in military operations is
reflected in joint and USAF doctrine. Joint doctrine clearly states the im-
portance of precision engagement and its critical role in meeting political
and public expectations for minimizing collateral damage. This precision
engagement is directly linked to and supported by USAF doctrine. Due to
the importance of USAF PCS capabilities in present and future military
conflicts and in response to joint guidance, the USAF has made its core
competency of precision engagement one of its top priorities.

Joint Doctrine

Joint Vision 2010 (JV 2010)—America’s Military: Preparing for Tomorrow de-
fines DOD’s vision for the twenty-first century. It defines four operational
concepts: precision engagement, dominant maneuver, focused logistics, and
full-dimensional protection that will provide America the capability to “dom-
inate an opponent across the range of military operations.”27 Former Chair-
man of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen John M. Shalikashvili stated, “Joint Vi-
sion 2010 provides an operationally based template for the evolution of
Armed Forces for a challenging and uncertain future.”28 JV 2010’s goal is to
provide a conceptual template that guides and aids the armed services’ doc-
trine, operations, acquisition, and training.

As one of the four operational concepts, precision engagement is em-
phasized throughout joint doctrine. JV 2010 defines precision engage-
ment as “a system of systems that enables our forces to locate the objec-
tive or target, provide responsive command and control, generate the
desired effect, assess our level of success, and retain the flexibility to reen-
gage with precision when required.”29 The joint publication Concept of Fu-
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ture Joint Operations: Expanding Joint Vision 2010 calls for precision en-
gagement capabilities from the armed services when it states, “Mindful of
public concern and expectation to minimize the unnecessary risk or ca-
sualties, the National Command Authority will continue to seek quick, fo-
cused, effective, and decisive application of combat power when and
where it is required.”30 It further states, “Long-range precision engage-
ment will play an increasingly prominent role in power projection at all
levels across the range of military operations.”31 In today’s strategic envi-
ronment, an adversary’s asymmetric military strategy will require this
long-range precision engagement to have a capability against mobile
threats in politically sensitive collateral damage environments. In re-
sponse to this requirement and in support of JV 2010’s guidance, the
USAF has evolved its doctrine to ensure air and space operations address
emerging threats throughout the spectrum of war.

USAF Doctrine

In support of the US NSS, joint doctrine, and future military operations,
the USAF has embraced precision engagement as one of its core compe-
tencies. USAF core competencies “provide insight into the specific capa-
bilities that the US Air Force must bring to activities across the range of
military operations.”32 Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 1, Air Force
Basic Doctrine, states, “Air and space power is providing the ‘scalpel’ of
joint service operations—the ability to forgo the brute force-on-force tac-
tics of previous wars and apply discriminate force precisely where re-
quired.”33 It further defines precision engagement as “the ability to com-
mand, control, and employ forces to cause discriminate strategic,
operational, or tactical effects.”34 Gen Ronald R. Fogleman, former Air
Force chief of staff stated, “The essence of precision engagement is the
ability to apply selective force against specific targets and achieve discrete
and discriminant effects.”35 Former Secretary of the Air Force Sheila E.
Widnall stated, “The Air Force of the 21st century must offer options for
the employment of force in measured but effective doses.”36 She further
states, “The Air Force core competency of precision engagement will re-
main a top priority in the 21st century.”37 USAF doctrine and comments
by recent USAF leadership clearly demonstrate the importance of preci-
sion engagement in US military and airpower operations.

In accordance with and in support of joint and USAF doctrine, USAF pre-
cision engagement must provide the “scalpel” of joint service operations and
the ability to apply selective force against mobile targets with discrete and
discriminant effects. Today’s strategic environment, national guidance, and
world threats require airpower precision engagement capabilities that pro-
vide the freedom to attack mobile targets employed in an asymmetric mili-
tary strategy in military operations throughout the spectrum of conflict with
minimal collateral damage. In response to joint and USAF doctrine, the
USAF’s armament R&D must acquire weapon systems that, when called
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upon, will provide the scalpel of US military operations against mobile as well
as fixed targets. Recent USAF airpower operations in Deliberate Force and
Allied Force emphasize this critical need for precision engagement while also
revealing current USAF capabilities and limitations. 

Recent USAF PCS Operations

Past USAF PCS operations have largely been associated with the de-
struction of fixed or stationary targets. However, recent military opera-
tions have shown a need for a PCS capability against mobile targets. Air-
power operations during Desert Storm demonstrated the USAF’s ability to
attack and destroy fixed targets precisely and effectively with minimal col-
lateral damage. It also demonstrated an ability to hit “dug-in” mobile tar-
gets in a desert environment. However, the apparent inability of airpower
to locate and destroy Iraqi Scuds exposed limitations in USAF PCS capa-
bilities against mobile targets. Recent airpower PCS operations in Delib-
erate Force (Bosnia) and Allied Force (Kosovo) have also revealed a need
and possibly a deficiency in the USAF’s ability to precisely attack mobile
targets in urban or heavily wooded environments at standoff ranges with
minimal collateral damage. The main cause of this deficiency was the dif-
ficulty in the identification and destruction of military targets in proxim-
ity to noncombatants and collateral damage sensitive areas. 

Deliberate Force and Allied Force demonstrated the tremendous influ-
ence collateral damage sensitivity can have on military operations and the
critical role precision engagement can play in successfully addressing this
very challenging issue. In addition, both military operations reinforced the
pivotal role of USAF airpower in the destruction of fielded force with min-
imal collateral damage in a complex political-military environment. How-
ever, these operations not only revealed current USAF PCS capability but
also the limitations of current precision-guided weapon systems. The
greatest limitation in USAF precision engagement operations was the abil-
ity to detect and identify fielded forces. This limitation greatly reduces air-
power’s inherent flexibility and adaptability in a complex political-military
collateral sensitive operation. An analysis of Deliberate Force and Allied
Force airpower operations highlights current USAF PCS capabilities and
limitations and their effect on airpower-focused military operations.

Deliberate Force

Deliberate Force was a NATO military operation conducted between 30
August and 20 September 1995 to advance the cause of peace and sta-
bility in the Balkans region.38 The strategic objectives of the campaign
were the assurance of freedom of access to the cities in Bosnia–Herzegov-
ina and the removal of heavy weapons from around Sarajevo.39 These ob-
jectives were translated into the following military objective: “Take away
what the Bosnian Serbs held dear and drive them to military parity with
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the Bosnian Croats and Muslims.”40 Overall, the military priorities for De-
liberate Force were force protection, minimizing collateral damage, and ef-
fective military strikes against Serbian targets.41 These objectives and mil-
itary priorities resulted in a very restrictive airpower campaign that
demanded an unprecedented reliance on USAF PCS capabilities.

Precision engagement enabled airpower to accomplish the strategic and
military objectives of Deliberate Force. Deliberate Force was the first air
campaign to predominately employ precision-guided munitions (PGM).42

Concerns over collateral damage led to this unprecedented use of PGMs.
Airpower operations expended 1,026 bombs and missiles, of which 708
(69 percent) were PGMs.43 Overall, the PGM to non-PGM ratio was a rela-
tively high 2.3:1.44 Of the 708 PGMs employed, 622 (87.8 percent) were ex-
pended by US aircraft.45

USAF PCS capabilities were critical to airpower precision engagement
operations. They contributed greatly to airpower’s ability to target the
Serbs’ ability to wage war by attacking fielded forces with minimal collat-
eral damage. The majority of PGMs employed in offensive air operations
were laser-guided bombs (LGB). USAF aircraft did expend 23 air-to-
ground missile (AGM)-65s (Maverick) and nine guided bomb unit (GBU)-
15s, but more than 92 percent of the PGMs expended by USAF aircraft
were LGBs.46 LGBs are the USAF’s primary PCS capability against mobile
targets and fielded forces. Even though successful airpower precision en-
gagement operations demonstrated the strength of current precision-
guided weapon systems, the concerns over collateral damage and the tar-
geting of fielded forces also exposed their limitations. 

Concerns over collateral damage led to the unprecedented use of preci-
sion weapons in Deliberate Force. Collateral damage sensitivity was a po-
litical reality that drove the planning and execution of Deliberate Force
airpower operations. NATO, United Nations (UN), and military leaders felt
that if collateral damage incidents occurred, they could not have sus-
tained the operation politically.47 Due to this belief, collateral damage was
a major issue in the target and weapon selection process. Its influence on
weapon selection was illustrated during initial airpower operations when
cluster bombs were the weapon of choice for eliminating mobile artillery
systems. However, the combined forces air component commander pro-
hibited their use due to the high risk of collateral damage.48 Minimizing
collateral damage was a self-imposed constraint that greatly influenced
not only target selection but ROEs, weapon employment, and tactics. 

Airpower ROEs during Deliberate Force were limited by USAF PCS ca-
pabilities. The concern over collateral damage resulted in many ad hoc op-
erational ROEs. Some of these ROEs resulted in airpower operations in
which (1) a target required positive visual identification before munition
release, (2) aircraft could only expend one bomb at a time on a target, (3)
air attacks were limited to certain times of the day, (4) aircraft were forced
to increase the time between attacks conducted in the same target area or
loiter over the target area due to smoke and debris effects on PGMs, and
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(5) axes were restricted due to concerns of weapon malfunctions that
could result in “long” or “short” weapons. Many of these restrictive ROEs
were driven by current PGM limitations in target identification and termi-
nal weapon effects. Limitations in current PGMs were also reflected in the
tight control over airpower operations.

The desire to avoid collateral damage, together with the rapidly chang-
ing political situation, drove Gen Michael E. Ryan, commander of Allied
Air Forces Southern Europe, to tightly manage the conduct and execution
of the air campaign.49 He believed that every bomb dropped had the po-
tential to have a strategic effect on Deliberate Force operations.50 To Gen-
eral Ryan, every bomb was a political bomb.51 The possibility of a “tacti-
cal event, namely the destruction of specific targets and the possibility of
suffering casualties, potentially carried profound strategic implications”
drove him to closely monitor the target selection process.52 This central-
ized control over airpower operations and target selection was an effort to
prevent collateral damage and to fulfill General Ryan’s desire to remain
personally responsible for all associated decisions with the air cam-
paign.53 However, this tight control did have drawbacks. General Ryan’s
centralized control slowed the planning process, led to complaints about
late target lists, and resulted in numerous last minute changes to the ac-
tual targets themselves.54 Few knew the reasons for these changes and
delays, and many aircrew “felt that they were at the end of a whip.”55

The tight control over air operations in Deliberate Force resulted in the
Combined Air Operations Center’s (CAOC) apparent involvement in air
tactics.56 Aircrews recognized the importance of minimizing collateral
damage but felt that the CAOC’s involvement in tactics, to include the
number of passes over a target and the setting of weapon-release pulses,
in conjunction with a low tolerance for misses and mistakes took “the
judgment out of the cockpit.”57 At one point in the campaign, aircrews
were required to perform a dry pass over the target prior to releasing a
weapon. This ROE was quickly rescinded when the aircrew voiced con-
cerns over increased risk, but it clearly demonstrated the aircrew frustra-
tion with the CAOC’s involvement with tactics. In addition, the require-
ment to visually identify (VID) a target prior to weapon release drove
aircrews to perform low-altitude passes over the target area. Aircrews
were allowed to VID targets with aircraft sensors, but sensor limitations
and adverse weather limited this capability. Target identification require-
ments associated with collateral damage concerns and limitations in air-
power target identification capabilities in regard to precision engagement
operations drove many of the ROEs, which resulted in the removal of tac-
tical judgment from the cockpit. Improving the target identification capa-
bilities of PGMs could put tactical judgment back in the cockpit. 

Even with the associated drawbacks, in the context of the political en-
vironment and with the available airpower precision engagement capabil-
ities, General Ryan’s close control over airpower operations was critical in
the success of Deliberate Force. However, this tight control and personal
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involvement in airpower operations greatly reduced the inherent flexibility
and adaptability of airpower operations. This tight operational control was
not only due to collateral damage concerns but in part to limitations in
USAF precision engagement capabilities. In a larger and longer duration
campaign involving numerous sorties and targets, it would not have been
possible or effective to execute such tight control over airpower opera-
tions. Therefore, if centralized control is not a feasible option in minimiz-
ing collateral damage during airpower operations, airpower PCS capabili-
ties must be improved to meet the same collateral damage requirement.

Another aspect to the issue of airpower precision engagement opera-
tions in Deliberate Force was the possibility that the Bosnian Serbs did
not effectively employ an asymmetric strategy that effectively exploited
NATO collateral damage concerns. Had they strategically placed military
forces more effectively and more extensively in close proximity of non-
combatant and collateral damage sensitive areas, airpower precision en-
gagement operations may not have been as successful. Additionally, had
they taken military action that would have forced NATO airpower to en-
gage and destroy more ground forces in order to meet strategic and mili-
tary objectives, airpower precision engagement operations would have
been more difficult and would have probably resulted in more collateral
damage incidents. The fact that “Bosnian Serb leaders made no effort to
exploit collateral damage politically indicates that they had little to ex-
ploit” will not be lost on future adversaries.58 The belief that “Had NATO
and UN leaders expected enough collateral damage to give the Serbs a po-
litical lever, they probably would not have approved the initiation of De-
liberate Force, or if such damage had begun, they probably could not have
sustained the operations politically for long” will be exploited by future US
adversaries.59 It was apparent the lessons of Deliberate Force were not
lost on the Serbs in their next military confrontation with NATO.

Allied Force

Allied Force operations further validated airpower’s pivotal role in com-
plex collateral damage sensitive political-military operations. Airpower
precision engagement capabilities limited collateral damage while accom-
plishing evolving strategic and military objectives. Airpower once again
proved its flexibility in a campaign characterized by evolving objectives. As
in Deliberate Force, USAF PCS capabilities played a critical role in preci-
sion engagement operations. However, Slobodan Milosevic’s asymmetric
strategy, which exploited NATO sensitivity to collateral damage, further
exposed limitations in USAF PCS capabilities initially identified in Delib-
erate Force airpower operations.

Allied Force was a 78-day NATO political-military operation from March to
June 1999 to bring an end to Serbian atrocities in Kosovo.60 The operation’s
primary interests were ensuring the stability of Eastern Europe, thwarting
ethnic cleansing, and ensuring NATO credibility.61 The strategic objectives of
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the operation were to (1) demonstrate NATO’s opposition to Serbian aggres-
sion in the Balkans, (2) deter Milosevic from continuing and escalating his
attacks on civilians and reverse his ethnic cleansing, and (3) damage Serbia’s
capacity to wage war against Kosovo and degrade its ability to wage military
operations.62 The strategy to achieve these objectives focused on airpower op-
erations against strategic targets throughout the Federal Republic of Yu-
goslavia (FRY) and Serbian-fielded forces in Kosovo.

Airpower operations were critical to the success of Allied Force. Airpower
precision engagement was a cornerstone of military operations. Its impact on
Serbian military operations in FRY, through attacks on fixed infrastructure
targets and fielded forces, created a political-military environment that
caused Milosevic to yield to NATO’s objectives and demands.63 USAF PCS ca-
pabilities increased the probability of kill against a given target, minimized
collateral damage, and minimized aircraft attrition. The USAF’s latest gener-
ation PGM, the JDAM, was employed in substantial numbers for the first
time and provided many of these capabilities and effects. However, JDAM
employment was limited to fixed targets and by target coordinate require-
ments. Even though a substantial number of JDAMs were used, the major-
ity of PGMs employed during Allied Force were LGBs.64 LGBs were also the
PGM of choice against mobile targets. 

Airpower operations in Allied Force were undoubtedly the most precise
and resulted in the lowest collateral damage in military history. However,
there were shortfalls, challenges, and limitations associated with preci-
sion engagement operations against mobile targets. Serbian-fielded forces
were a key strategic focus of the air war as a result of NATO’s objectives
to minimize ethnic cleansing and reduce Serbian military strength.65 Air-
power was successful in reducing Serbia’s military strength through the
destruction of fielded forces; but the identification and destruction of mo-
bile targets, with minimal collateral damage, created challenges for air-
power throughout Allied Force. In its report to Congress on Operation Al-
lied Force, DOD stated, “While it is clear that our weapon systems were
highly accurate and highly effective, it is apparent that we need to improve
our capability to conduct precision engagement, especially against mobile
targets that are easy to hide.”66 In addition to concealment efforts, the
weather and the Serbs’ asymmetric strategy to exploit NATO’s collateral
damage concerns also had a tremendous effect on the identification and
destruction of mobile targets.

The extensive use of LGBs and adverse weather conditions during Allied
Force operations limited airpower precision engagement capabilities against
mobile targets. Airpower was required to operate under weather conditions
that had 50 percent cloud coverage more than 70 percent of the time.67 The
successful employment of an LGB requires the aircrew to first detect and
identify the target with an onboard sensor and then provide weapon guid-
ance via a laser designation on the targets, unless there is a ground desig-
nation capability. Both of these tasks require an unobstructed line of sight
(LOS) with the target for an extended period of time, and this ability is greatly
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degraded by adverse weather conditions. GPS-guided weapons, like JDAM,
do provide an all-weather capability; but target coordinate requirements
greatly limit their use and effectiveness against mobile targets. In addition,
air-dispensed combined effects munitions (CEM) submunitions were an ef-
fective weapon when properly targeted and employed; however, the risk of
collateral damage prevented their widespread use against mobile targets.
CEM submunitions expended in Kosovo contributed greatly to collateral
damage, and their effects are still being addressed militarily and politically
today.68 Therefore, adverse weather conditions during Allied Force in con-
junction with PGM limitations greatly hampered airpower’s ability to detect,
identify, and destroy mobile targets. 

Allied Force was not a traditional military conflict. Military operations
were not characterized by the direct clash of massed military forces but
by an airpower precision engagement operation against infrastructure tar-
gets and fielded forces in an effort to achieve strategic and military objec-
tives. These airpower operations were executed in a complex political-
military environment, against a ruthless adversary, and in less-than-ideal
environmental conditions.69 It could be contended that as a result of De-
liberate Force airpower operations, Milosevic chose to fight NATO with an
asymmetric military strategy that included the use of terror tactics against
civilians, the exploitation of the premium NATO placed on minimizing
civilian casualties and collateral damage, the creation of refugee move-
ments that resulted in a humanitarian crisis, and the conduct of misin-
formation campaigns.70 This asymmetric approach was an attempt to ex-
ploit political concerns about target selection, collateral damage issues,
and military operations against enemy forces that were intentionally in-
termingled with civilian refugees.71 This asymmetric strategy was not only
empowered by NATO’s collateral damage concern but also by limitations
in airpower’s precision engagement capabilities against mobile targets.

Many of these limitations were illustrated on 14 April 1999 when a
USAF F-16 attempting to attack fielded forces with LGBs mistakenly at-
tacked a convoy of civilian personnel, which resulted in the death of over
70 civilians.72 Operating at medium altitude due to air defense threats,
onboard sensor and weapon limitations inhibited the correct identification
of the targeted vehicles, which facilitated the collateral damage. This col-
lateral damage incident greatly affected air-to-ground operations and
greatly influenced airpower’s ability to attack fielded forces.

Airpower precision engagement operations demonstrated the tremen-
dous flexibility, adaptability, and collateral damage reduction capabilities
along with the limitations of current USAF MITL-guided weapon systems.
An example was an attack on a target located in an urban environment.
The aircrew visually identified the target as a church and promptly guided
the MITL-guided weapon into an open field, thus minimizing collateral
damage. Three other collateral damage minimizing maneuvers were per-
formed when the aircrews determined that the prebriefed target descrip-
tion did not match the target displayed in the cockpit weapon video.73
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These events demonstrate the ability of MITL-guided weapons to prevent
or reduce collateral damage through aircrew detection and identification
of incorrect target coordinates or targeting process errors. Once released
from the aircraft, current autonomous weapons have no capability to de-
tect, reduce, or minimize any targeting or intelligence errors. The limita-
tions of current USAF MITL weapon systems were also demonstrated
when an AGM-130 impacted a railroad bridge just as a train was crossing
the bridge. Due to the AGM-130’s limited seeker field of view and seeker
performance, the aircrew did not detect the train in time to redirect the
weapon. A wider seeker field of view and improved overall seeker per-
formance may have enabled the aircrew to detect the train earlier and
thus provide an opportunity to redirect the weapon.

Airpower operations in Allied Force were successful in achieving politi-
cal and military objectives. However, more importantly, the limitations as-
sociated with airpower precision engagement operations during Allied
Force have resulted in numerous lessons learned, recommendations, and
observations. These recommendations and observations include but are
not limited to the following:

• While airpower precision engagement weapon systems were highly
accurate and effective against fixed targets, there is a need to im-
prove airpower precision engagement capabilities against mobile tar-
gets and to address potential GPS jamming vulnerability. 

• Weapon R&D efforts need to continue to assess the “development of
weapons that fill gaps and shortfalls in current capabilities and their
subsequent certification on launch platforms.”

• R&D efforts also need to continue to “assess technologies that will
ensure flexibility and enable all-weather precision strikes, including
on-board and off-board accurate targeting capability against fixed
and mobile targets, that can be executed within minutes of target
assignment.”

• “Assess future weapon inventories to achieve the right balance of ca-
pabilities for future requirements.”

• R&D effort must develop better sensors and communications to im-
prove precision engagement capabilities to target an adversary’s mo-
bile-fielded forces.74

Many of these recommendations and observations specifically address
current USAF precision engagement shortfalls in the detection, identifica-
tion, and destruction of mobile targets. Allied Force further demonstrated
how these shortfalls and limitations—along with collateral damage con-
cerns—could be exploited by an adversary’s asymmetric military strategy. To
counter this asymmetric threat, the USAF’s armament R&D strategy must
address improvements to USAF PCS capabilities against mobile targets. 

Deliberate Force and Allied Force demonstrate the characteristics of
likely future military and airpower conflicts. Future airpower operations
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will cover the full spectrum of war, including MOOTW. Airpower opera-
tions will be conducted in complex political-military environments with
evolving strategic and military objectives. Political concerns will drive air-
power operations and result in tactical events having strategic implica-
tions. Limiting collateral damage is a political need that will influence air-
power operations. PGMs will be the airpower weapon of choice in future
conflicts to adhere to political limitations while achieving strategic and
military objectives. 

Conclusions

This analysis of the current strategic environment, political guidance,
military operational doctrine, and recent airpower operations reveals the
complex interaction and influence these factors have on USAF armament
R&D and the critical need for PCS capabilities against mobile targets. The
strategic environment the United States finds today and will find over the
next two decades will create challenges for the USAF armament R&D
strategy. USAF armament funding will remain static and continue to rep-
resent a small percentage of future DOD and USAF budgets. Future air-
power operations will cover the full spectrum of war, including MOOTW.
The USAF’s ability to provide freedom to attack and freedom from attack
will be challenged by advanced technology ground systems that will be
transportable, relocatable, mobile, and very agile. US military operations
will be based on achieving the culminating point early in a conflict and
providing a variety of responsive executable courses of action for its polit-
ical and military leaders. In addition, US military forces are becoming
lighter, leaner, and more lethal in an effort to support its military opera-
tional concepts against a technologically advancing threat across the en-
tire spectrum of war. Political aspects and realities will continue to influ-
ence US military weapon modernization programs. In light of and in
response to these issues and stated joint and USAF doctrine, the USAF’s
armament R&D strategy must acquire weapon systems that when called
upon will provide the capability to apply selective force against mobile tar-
gets with discrete and discriminant effects.

Recent military operations are evidence of the importance and the
steadily improving effectiveness of airpower to achieve national, political,
and military objectives. Airpower precision engagement capabilities,
specifically USAF capabilities, are the main reason for this importance
and effectiveness. Minimizing collateral damage is becoming a rule of
modern warfare; therefore, airpower strategies, operations, and weapons
R&D must treat this issue honestly and explicitly.75 Today, airpower’s in-
herent versatility, flexibility, and responsiveness are linked in large part
to its precision engagement capabilities. Any reduction or failure to im-
prove precision engagement capabilities will reduce these inherent air-
power abilities and strengths. 
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Col Phillip S. Meilinger summarized the importance of precision en-
gagement of future airpower operations when he stated, 

Because precision is possible, it will be expected. Air warfare has thus become
highly politicized. Air commanders must be extremely careful to minimize civil-
ian casualties and collateral damage. All bombs are becoming political bombs,
and air commanders must be aware of this emerging constraint—hundreds of
millions of people worldwide will judge [via CNN] the appropriateness of every-
thing an air commander does. This reality must be factored into the decision
process, because in the future airmen may be required to wage war bloodlessly
and delicately.76

Today’s strategic environment, current US political guidance, joint and
USAF doctrine, and recent airpower operations clearly demonstrate a crit-
ical need for PCS capabilities against mobile targets. Even though recent
airpower operations have revealed limitations in current USAF PCS capa-
bilities, a more in-depth analysis of current USAF target identification and
guided weapon systems is required before addressing the USAF’s arma-
ment R&D strategy for the next decade.
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Chapter 3

USAF Target Identification and Guided
Weapon Systems Capabilities

Wars may be fought with weapons, but they are won by men.

—Gen George S. Patton Jr.

The union of global attack and precision strike capabilities enables the
USAF to “apply discriminate force precisely where required.”1 This capa-
bility to attack targets with exactness, intensity, minimal collateral dam-
age, and a relative economy of force is provided by a vast inventory of sen-
sor and guided weapon systems. These operational systems incorporate a
variety of sensor, guidance, and warhead technologies to provide the re-
quired accuracy in target identification, weapon guidance, and terminal
effects. An analysis of these sensor and weapon systems and their en-
abling technologies reveals the USAF’s present guided air-to-ground PCS
capabilities and limitations against mobile targets. These current capabil-
ities and limitations will greatly affect airpower’s ability to achieve future
political objectives in a manner that is appropriate to the strategic envi-
ronment. 

USAF Sensor Systems

Presently, the USAF has four airborne sensor systems that can provide
real-time or near-real-time target information in the surveillance, detec-
tion, tracking, and identification of mobile ground targets. These sensor
systems include the U-2, E-8C joint surveillance, target attack radar sys-
tem (JSTARS), RC-135 Rivet Joint, and the UAV Predator aircraft. The U-
2 is a high-altitude reconnaissance aircraft that can provide real-time and
near-real-time multisensor photo, electro-optical (EO), infrared (IR), and
radar imagery of mobile ground targets. The Advanced Synthetic Aperture
Radar System (ASARS)-2, employed by the U-2, is a combined synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) and moving target indicator (MTI) surveillance radar
that provides real-time, high-resolution ground maps. The ASARS-2 has
an MTI spot mode which detects slow and fast moving targets and quan-
tifies an individual target’s type on an SAR imagery background, a sta-
tionary target search mode which provides a large target discrimination
capability, and a stationary spot mode which provides enhanced detail
and discrimination against smaller targets.2 The E-8C JSTARS aircraft is
a battle surveillance platform that employs its onboard AN/APY-3 system
to detect and track mobile ground forces. The AN/APY-3 is a side-looking
airborne radar (SLAR) that incorporates SAR and MTI capabilities. Its
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MTI/wide area surveillance (WAS) capability detects, locates, and classi-
fies slow-moving vehicles. The MTI technique that is used allows differen-
tiation between wheeled and tracked vehicles. The MTI/sector search
mode provides enhanced image resolution and attack guidance. Other op-
erating modes may include an enhanced SAR for “super” resolution im-
agery and an inverse SAR for target recognition.3 The RC-135 Rivet Joint
is an electronic intelligence collecting reconnaissance aircraft that has the
ability to detect, locate, and identify emitting mobile targets with its auto-
matic emitter location system.4 The Predator, the USAF’s newest UAV, pro-
vides real-time mobile target information by either an onboard EO, IR, or
Tactical Endurance Synthetic Aperture Radar (TESAR) sensor system. The
TESAR system is an SAR-based system that can generate a fully focused,
near-real-time strip map imagery. With P-coded GPS data, the map can
provide target location with a 25-meter circular error probability (CEP). 

These systems provide effective, all-weather, WAS and tracking; how-
ever, they are limited in their real-time ability to classify and identify
ground mobile targets. Recent military operations demonstrated limita-
tions in their dynamic targeting, geolocation accuracy, and timeliness.5

The real-time information that these systems provide is directed to the
surface-based command facilities or used to cue other weapon systems to
a target area. These systems have limited ability to automatically initiate
and maintain a track on specific vehicles or vehicle groups, provide auto-
matic cues to areas of important activity, or sort vehicle type in a high col-
lateral threat environment. Because these systems have limited auto-
mated capabilities in target tracking and target identification in
conjunction with no weapon assignment or weapon terminal guidance ca-
pability, the weapon system tasked to destroy a mobile target must still
identify the target and provide terminal weapon guidance. Until these sen-
sor systems are tied to a networked guided weapon system, these systems
can only provide target cueing or target recognition capabilities that still
require target identification by other weapon or sensor systems. Until
there is a netted fire control system that can provide a precision tracking
capability against mobile targets, identification and weapon guidance
must reside within the same weapon system. Because of this requirement,
many USAF guided weapons combine the sensor and shooter capability
into one weapon system.

USAF Guided Weapon Systems

Many military and government officials incorrectly group all guided
weapons together into one category. There are, in fact, two main cate-
gories of guided munitions and two accuracy classifications. Guided mu-
nitions fall into the following categories: MITL or autonomous weapons.6

MITL weapons are those weapon systems that have the capability to guide
a munition to a specific target with a “man/operator” providing the ter-
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minal guidance to a desired mean point of impact (DMPI). Current MITL
weapons are reliant on either laser designation or data-link control for
weapon guidance. Based on the weapon’s terminal guidance, MITL sys-
tems can be further broken down into two subcategories: laser MITL guid-
ance or data-link MITL guidance. Autonomous weapons are those
weapons that require minimal or no operator inputs after release from the
delivery platform. An onboard seeker or external guidance system (e.g.,
GPS) provides terminal guidance. There are no clear lines of distinction
between the three categories. Some guided weapons retain both MITL and
autonomous capabilities. However, all guided weapons have a primary or
preferred terminal guidance. Therefore, the categorization of guided
weapons used in this study is based on a weapon’s primary terminal guid-
ance. Guided munitions are also typically classified into two accuracy
classifications. If a weapon has a CEP of 13 meters or less, it is called an
“accurate” weapon. If it has a CEP of three meters or less, it is called a
“precise” weapon.7

Laser MITL-Guidance Weapons

Laser MITL guidance is defined as the ability of a man/operator to pro-
vide terminal guidance of an air-to-ground LGB to a specific DMPI
through the use of a ground or air laser designation. LGBs incorporate a
terminal seeker and guidance kit that responds and guides to reflected
laser energy. The kit consists of a guidance control unit (GCU) attached to
the front and a fixed set of fins on the rear of the weapon. The laser tar-
get designator’s reflected coded laser energy is “seen” by the GCU seeker.
GCU inputs to the control fins keep the reflected laser energy centered in
the seeker’s field of view and the bomb “flies” to the designating laser spot
on the target. These kits can be placed on many types of general purpose
bombs, turning a “dumb” bomb into a “smart” bomb. The majority of
guided weapons in the USAF’s weapon inventory are LGBs and include
GBU-10/12/24/27/28/36 munitions. 

Strengths of LGBs include accuracy (precision), real-time target intelli-
gence, cost ($10,000–$125,000), multiaircraft capability (A-10, F-16, F-
15E, B-52, F-117), penetration capability (hard-target-kill), mobile target
capabilities, limited target battle damage assessment (BDA), and quantity
(more than 50,000). Precision accuracy and real-time target intelligence
are the greatest strengths of laser MITL-guidance weapons in the de-
struction of mobile targets. These characteristics provide the USAF a high
degree of accuracy while reducing collateral damage risk in air-to-ground
operations. These weapons give the aircrew the ability to observe the tar-
get area during prelaunch, postlaunch, and—most importantly—during
the weapon’s terminal phase of flight, thus providing precision and col-
lateral damage minimizing characteristics.

Weaknesses of LGBs include onboard or off-board laser designation re-
quirements, LOS between target and designation platform, limited stand-
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off range, target identification requirements, and poor adverse
weather/environment (e.g., rain, fog, dusk and/or smoke) performance.
In the destruction of mobile targets, the most critical weaknesses are the
lack of adverse weather capability, limited standoff ranges, and target
identification. The successful employment of an LGB requires weather
conditions that allow the detection, recognition, and identification of the
target; stability of the laser designator on the target until weapon impact;
and reception of the reflected laser energy by the seeker. Adverse weather
conditions that negatively affect any of these requirements greatly reduce
LGB capabilities against mobile targets. Smoke and dust can also have a
similar effect on laser designation operations. In addition, atmospheric ef-
fects and the fact that LGBs are gravity bombs with no propulsion capa-
bilities after release greatly limit their standoff ranges. LGBs require the
laser designating and weapon carrying aircraft to fly in close proximity of
the target, two to four nautical miles (NM); thus they are classified as di-
rect attack weapons. Employment altitude is a factor that influences the
weapon’s range. Typically the greater the employment altitude, the greater
the range. Some LGBs can be “tossed” from low altitude, but even these
ranges are limited. Target identification abilities are based on the capa-
bilities and limitations of the target sensor and laser designation system.
The primary system used by the USAF to acquire, track, identify, and
laser designate ground targets is the low-altitude navigation and targeting
infrared for night (LANTIRN).

The LANTIRN is a two-pod mounted system that includes the AN/AAQ-13
navigation pod and the AN/AAQ-14 targeting pod. The targeting pod is the
primary sensor system and contains a stabilized wide and narrow field for-
ward-looking infrared (FLIR) and a laser designator/range finder. The IR sen-
sor uses temperature differences of the target environment to generate a
black and white representation of the target area on a video display in the
cockpit. The amount of area that can be “viewed” by the sensor is limited by
the FLIR’s field of view (FOV) and field of regard (FOR). The FOV of a seeker
is the actual area that can be viewed through the sensor. The FOR is the
range that the sensor’s FOV can be slewed (e.g., 30 degrees up, down, left,
and right). The FLIR has an FOV of 1.7 degrees by 1.7 degrees in narrow and
six degrees by six degrees in wide and an FOR of +150 degrees.8 FOV and
FOR limitations can create challenges for the weapon operator in the detec-
tion, recognition, and identification of mobile targets. Many operators have
equated the searching for mobile targets with the LANTIRN systems to that
of “viewing the world through a soda straw.” 

The target detection, recognition, and identification capabilities of the
LANTIRN system are greatly affected by aircraft speed, altitude, range
from the target, atmospheric conditions, and the target characteristics.
Many of these factors are a function of the threat environment and
weapon employment requirements. The aircraft’s speed influences the
time the aircrew has to resolve the scene displayed in the cockpit if the
aircraft is performing a single pass over the target area. Aircraft speed has
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little or no effect on target identification if the aircraft is in a holding flight
profile over the target area. However, loitering over the target area is not
possible in a high threat environment. Dwell time on a target decreases as
aircraft speed increases. There is an inverse relationship between distance
from the target and dwell time in regards to target identification. Dwell
time decreases the lower or closer the sensor is with respect to the target.
A lower altitude may provide higher target scene fidelity, but the time the
aircrew has to analyze the scene may not be enough for target identifica-
tion. In general, target identification capability decreases as the distance
(range or altitude) from the target increases due to atmospheric conditions
and sensor limitations. Therefore, a threat environment that forces less
than optimal sensor or weapon employment altitudes or ranges can neg-
atively affect the identification and destruction capabilities of LGBs
against mobile ground targets. However, even when employed in optimal
conditions, the LANTIRN system has marginal mobile target identification
capabilities.

The USAF plans to add GPS guidance kits to its inventory of LGB
weapons to overcome adverse weather limitations and give the munitions
an autonomous all-weather guidance capability.9 This modification will
greatly improve LGB adverse weather capabilities, but it will also include
the limitations of GPS guidance. These limitations include the reduction
in accuracy from precision to accurate capabilities, increased target coor-
dinate fidelity requirements, and GPS guidance countermeasures. These
limitations greatly reduce LGB effectiveness against mobile targets. How-
ever, the addition of GPS guidance will increase the overall flexibility and
versatility of LGB weapons. Even with present limitations, LGBs are one
of the most versatile PCS weapons. 

Data-link MITL-Guidance Weapons

Data-link MITL-guidance weapons evolved out of the requirement for
precision guidance in high threat environments. Data-link MITL weapons
provide precision accuracy at standoff ranges. These weapons incorporate
a seeker and data-link control system that enable aircrew-input com-
mands throughout the weapon’s flight profile. This category of weapons
includes the GBU-15, AGM-130, and AGM-142 HAVENAP. The strengths
of these MITL weapons include precision accuracy, standoff range, pene-
tration capability, target identification, and limited target BDA. Weak-
nesses include data-link vulnerability, LOS requirements between weapon
and control platform, cost, limited inventory, limited aircraft carriage and
employment (F-15E and B-52), and a limited adverse weather employment
capability. With the recent addition of GPS guidance to many MITL PGMs,
the adverse weather limitation is no longer a factor. If the target is never
seen by the aircrew or is obscured by bad visibility, the weapon will im-
pact with GPS accuracy. However, if the aircrew is able to identify the tar-
get prior to impact, last second updates to weapon guidance can be made
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to achieve precision accuracy. GPS-aided guidance can also minimize
human errors associated with MITL systems. 

The greatest strength of data-link MITL weapons is the real-time flexi-
bility it brings to air-to-ground operations. This flexibility is based on the
aircrew’s ability to access real-time target information through the
weapon seeker, analyze this information, and input targeting guidance as
required until target impact. The addition of GPS guidance further improves
data-link MITL weapons’ overall flexibility by giving it an autonomous-
guidance option. A GPS-aided data-link MITL guided weapon system is
the most capable and flexible air-to-ground guided weapon system in the
USAF.

Because of their capability and flexibility, data-link MITL munitions
lend themselves to employment in politically sensitive operations where
collateral damage must be limited. Data-link MITL PGMs provide surgical
destruction with the maximum flexibility. The weapon seeker greatly im-
proves target identification during the last phase of the weapon’s flight
profile. With a human in the guidance system loop, the weapon can be
monitored throughout its flight profile; and targeting changes can be
made until weapon impact. If intelligence data is incorrect, these capabil-
ities provide a “last chance” check that may catch errors and prevent the
inadvertent destruction of a politically sensitive target. If required, the
weapon can be flown into the ground and thus provide a “called back” ca-
pability. 

Today’s USAF data-link MITL-guidance weapons lack many significant
features that would greatly improve their effectiveness. Present MITL-
guidance weapons have limited FOV and FOR, which greatly limits target de-
tection capabilities. Greater FOVs and FORs are required when targeting mo-
bile targets. The incorporation of GPS midcourse guidance into
MITL-guidance weapons has aided fixed target detection but only marginally
improves mobile target detection. Present data-link MITL systems only allow
the operator one look at the target. The addition of loiter and “go-around” ca-
pabilities would allow multiple target area overflies and thus increase the
chances of target identification and destruction.10 With current IR and EO
sensor capabilities and weapon speeds in excess of 600 feet per second, the
operator typically only has five to 10 seconds to identify the target prior to
impact. Against mobile targets, this identification time is reduced to only
three to five seconds. Target misidentification greatly increases the risk of
collateral damage and the “wasting” of a limited asset. A weapon system that
enables the operator to command the weapon to perform a reattack flight
profile anywhere in the attack profile could greatly improve target identifica-
tion and greatly reduce collateral damage in the destruction of mobile tar-
gets. In addition, this capability could be coupled with a cockpit “playback”
feature, which would allow the operator to review previous attack profiles
and target scenes—thus further improving target identification capabilities.
An analysis of the USAF’s data-link MITL-guidance precision weapons re-
veals the absence of these capabilities.
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The USAF’s inventory of MITL-guidance weapon systems includes the
GBU-15, AGM-130, AGM-142, and AGM-65. The GBU-15 is a modular
unpowered glide weapon that incorporates an EO or imaging infrared (IIR)
guidance seeker, a guidance module, and a data-link system on an MK-
84 general purpose bomb to provide a limited standoff MITL precision-
guidance weapon. The combination of the weapon’s limited seeker per-
formance, limited seeker FOV and FOR, and unpowered glide flight profile
with no go-around capability greatly limits its mobile target detection and
identification abilities. The weapon has a limited standoff release range of
five to 10 NM; however, the weapon can be controlled well beyond these
ranges. Recent modifications include the addition of GPS guidance to aid
in target detection and provide a limited adverse weather capability. The
GBU-15 is a single-carriage weapon only employed by the F-15E. It has a
unit cost of $300,000 and is the most numerous data-link MITL-guidance
weapon in the USAF inventory (more than 2,000). 

The AGM-130 is a component weapon based on the GBU-15 that inte-
grates an EO or IIR seeker, inertial navigation system (INS), data-link system,
and a rocket motor onto an MK-84 munition. Recently the weapon has been
modified with GPS guidance capability to provide midcourse guidance and a
limited adverse weather capability. Like the GBU-15, the weapon has no go-
around capability and its seeker has a limited FOV and FOR. The weapon
system has a unit cost of $422,000, and USAF’s inventory of AGM-130s is
limited. The limited inventory is complicated by the fact that there is no pro-
duction capability until 2004 due to the relocation of the AGM-130 produc-
tion facility.11 Due to the unit cost and limited inventory factors, the AGM-
130 may not be the “financially proportional” weapon of choice against
mobile targets. The AGM-130 is a single-carriage weapon only employed by
the F-15E. Recent development test programs investigated the integration of
a “lightweight” 1,000-pound version for the F-16, but at present there are no
plans to incorporate the AGM-130 on the F-16.

Similar to the AGM-130, the AGM-142 HAVENAP incorporates an
EO/IIR seeker, inertial navigation unit (INU), data-link control system,
and a propulsion system to create a precision guidance standoff capabil-
ity. The AGM-142 has a unit cost of $670,000 and—like the AGM-130—
the USAF has a limited number of these weapons. Unsuccessful employ-
ment of the AGM-142 during Allied Force operations identified failures in
the weapon flight control system. However, according to the USAF, these
failures have been corrected.12 The weapon system is a single carriage
weapon employed only by the B-52.

The AGM-65 Maverick is a precision-guided air-to-surface missile that is
primarily employed in a launch-and-leave operation but has some MITL ca-
pabilities. Prior to launch, the missile’s EO or IIR seeker is used to detect and
identify ground targets. Once a target is located, the weapon seeker is “locked
on” to the target and the weapon is released. The missile guides to the des-
ignated target as long as the seeker remains locked on. The AGM-65 has no
data-link capability, and therefore no guidance updates can be made after
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the missile is launched. The AGM-65E version has a laser MITL-guidance ca-
pability. The AGM-65’s 10 to 12 NM range is dependent on the weapon sen-
sor performance. Target detection and identification is also seeker depend-
ent. The AGM-65 does have a real-time mobile target targeting capability that
can minimize collateral damage; but due to the requirement to identify the
target prior to launch and its limited range, its PCS capability against mobile
targets is limited in a high threat environment.

The flexibility and real-time targeting provided by current data-link MITL-
guidance weapon systems gives the USAF a limited but needed PCS ability
against mobile targets in high-risk collateral damage environments. Even
though these weapon systems have a target identification capability, their
flight profile and seeker limitations greatly reduce their overall effectiveness.
In addition, some of these weapons have limited employment standoff
ranges, which may require an aircraft to penetrate enemy air defenses even
though the data-link control can be in excess of 200 NM. Also, all data-link
MITL weapon systems require specialized aircraft and specialized aircrew
training, which could limit their employment opportunities. In addition, their
relatively high cost and limited numbers greatly hinder their use against mo-
bile targets except in extreme circumstances. 

Autonomous-Guidance Weapons

Autonomous-guidance weapons are launch-and-leave munitions that
require no operator input after release from the aircraft. Once the weapon
is released from the delivery platform, the weapon guides itself to the tar-
get through an onboard guidance system that receives guidance updates
or target information from an onboard or off-board guidance system or
sensor. All guidance information to the weapon is automated. Many next
generation weapons fall into this category. The majority of weapons in this
guided weapon category have an INU guidance system that receives posi-
tion updates via the GPS, which provides guidance to the target. This cat-
egory of guided weapon includes GBU-31/32 JDAM, wind corrected mu-
nition dispenser (WCMD), AGM-154 joint standoff weapon (JSOW), and
the AGM-86C CALCM. The majority of autonomous weapons are classified
as accurate weapons. These weapons are only as accurate as the GPS in-
formation and the target coordinates provided to the weapon. The
strengths of autonomous guided munitions include accuracy, multiair-
craft carriage, all-weather, standoff, and in some cases affordability (e.g.,
JDAM at approximately $20,000 per unit).13 Weaknesses include limited
GPS precision guidance, limited numbers, intelligence requirements, GPS
vulnerability, cost, limited mobile target capability, and a limited target
identification capability.

The JDAM is a low-cost, GPS-aided, inertial guidance kit that when at-
tached to unguided MK-83, MK-84, and BLU-109 munitions provides an au-
tonomous, all-weather, and highly accurate guided weapon. Prior to release,
the JDAM receives updated target coordinates from the aircraft’s avionics
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systems. The JDAM is capable of in-flight retargeting prior to release. Once
released the inertial guidance kit guides the weapon, with periodic GPS up-
dates to the INS, to the last updated target coordinate passed to the weapon
prior to launch. After release, no target coordinate updates can be passed to
the JDAM. The JDAM has 13-meter CEP with GPS guidance and 30-meter
CEP with INS-only guidance. Precision accuracy, three-meter CEP, has been
obtained during testing with differential GPS guidance. Its maximum stand-
off range of 15 NM is dependent on employment parameters. Presently, the
JDAM is employed on B-2 and B-1 aircraft. The JDAM is a capable, all-
weather, accurate guided weapon; but its lack of terminal seeker guidance
and its target coordinate requirement limit its effectiveness against mobile
targets. There are product improvement programs (PIP) for JDAM that may
incorporate an SAR seeker. The addition of an SAR terminal seeker could in-
crease accuracy by mitigating target location error and GPS errors for fixed
targets but would not provide an autonomous target identification capability
against mobile targets. The main focus of JDAM PIPs is to provide counter-
measure capabilities to negate GPS jamming effects.

The GPS-Aided Targeting System is a unique, autonomous, guided
weapon capability that incorporates the B-2 and JDAM. Based on the B-2’s
SAR map of the target area, the JDAM GPS target coordinates can be up-
dated prior to release. This SAR map-based update reduces the difference be-
tween the target’s actual location and its GPS location. This difference,
known as GPS bias, can cause errors in excess of 10 meters if not corrected. 

The WCMD is a tail guidance kit that was developed to overcome high-
altitude release wind dispersion. It can be fitted to cluster bomb unit (CBU)-
87/89/97 dispenser weapons. Target coordinates are passed to the weapon
from the aircraft prior to launch. Once released from the aircraft, the guid-
ance system—which consists of an INS guidance unit and movable tail fins—
corrects for wind drift transients after launch. The WCMD has no GPS-
guidance capability, and its accuracy against mobile targets is primarily
dependent on the submunitions in the dispenser. The intent of WMCD is to
enable tactical munition dispensers (TMD) to correct for the effects of launch
transients, ballistic errors, and unknown winds during the weapon’s flight
profile to the dispenser’s functioning point.14 The guidance system has an ac-
curacy of 85 feet and is employed at direct attack ranges.15

The JSOW is a winged glide bomb dispenser with a GPS/INS guidance
system that can be launched at standoff ranges in excess of 40 NM.16 The
weapon flies to a predetermined point over a target area and dispenses ei-
ther BLU-97 CEM or BLU-108 sensor fused weapons (SFW). Like the
WCMD the weapon has GPS-accurate guidance capabilities, while target
detection and precision capabilities are dependent on the submunition
being dispensed. Currently a version with an IIR terminal sensor and data
link for precision attack of strategic point targets is under development.17

Presently the AGM-154 is employed on the F-16 aircraft. 
The most advanced submunition in the USAF inventory is the SFW. The

SFW is an unpowered wide area cluster munition that provides day, night,
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and adverse weather capability against mobile armor targets. It contains 10
BLU-108 submunitions with four skeet projectiles per submunition. The
skeet smart warhead uses a side-mounted IR sensor that performs a conical
search scan as the submunition falls to the ground. Target detection is based
on IR emissions from combustion engines; and the weapon has very limited
target identification capabilities, which inhibits its use in high-risk collateral
damage environments. A preplanned product improvement (P3I) may incor-
porate a dual-mode seeker with an active laser and two-color passive IR de-
tector to provide better target detection capabilities, but the weapon will still
have limited target identification capabilities. 

The AGM-86C CALCM is a long-range, inertial navigation GPS-aided
guided cruise missile with a conventional blast fragmentation warhead. It
has a range of 1,100 kilometers and 15-meter CEP.18 The weapon was de-
signed to provide long-range accurate attacks against strategic fixed tar-
gets.19 The weapon is employed only by the B-52.

Present USAF autonomous-guidance weapon systems provide a day,
night, all-weather PCS capability at relatively low cost and in numbers
that do not limit PCS operations. However, these capabilities are only
against fixed targets and at limited standoff ranges. GPS autonomous-
guided weapon systems have no real-time kill capability against mobile
targets. Many autonomous GPS-guided weapons are due to receive PIPs
that incorporate accuracy improvement initiatives. These improvements
hope to improve both clock and ephemeris errors and atmospheric errors
in conjunction with plans to modify receiver software to utilize 12 chan-
nels instead of only five, which should reduce target location errors
(TLE).20 These improvements may reduce TLE but provide minimal in-
creases in mobile target capabilities and do not address larger target lo-
cation uncertainties or provide target identification capabilities. 

TLE is the difference between the desired aim point and the actual tar-
get location at the time a sensor imaged the target.21 Target location un-
certainty (TLU) is the difference between the predicted target location and
the actual target location at the time of weapon arrival due to target move-
ment. TLU is only associated with mobile targets, while TLE is associated
with both fixed and mobile targets. The effectiveness of today’s GPS au-
tonomous-guided weapons is greatly limited by the lack of target identifi-
cation and the inability to overcome TLU. 

Conclusions

The USAF has a vast array of guided air-to-ground weapons, which en-
able very effective and efficient PCS operations against fixed ground tar-
gets. However, in execution of one of the most difficult tasks in air-to-
ground operations, the destruction of small very mobile targets in adverse
weather with a strong air defense in a high-risk collateral damage envi-
ronment, these weapons provide only limited capabilities.22 Presently,
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LGBs, the GBU-15, the AGM-130, and the AGM-65 MITL weapon systems
provide the greatest PCS capabilities; however, these systems have signif-
icant limitations. Airborne designated LGBs have adverse weather and
standoff limitations, while the LANTIRN system has only a marginal tar-
get identification capability which is greatly dependent on employment
tactics. The GBU-15 has limited all-weather and standoff capabilities; but
even with precision guidance, its large warhead could cause considerable
collateral damage. Its lack of loiter and go-around flight profiles greatly
limits its target identification capabilities. Except for greater standoff
ranges, the AGM-130 and AGM-142 have the same limitations as the
GBU-15. The AGM-65 has a much smaller warhead than the GBU-15,
AGM-130, and AGM-142; but it has a limited standoff range and no tar-
get identification or update capability after release.

The greatest shortfall in GPS autonomous-guided weapons is their in-
ability to meet target identification requirements and location uncertain-
ties associated with mobile targets. TLE and TLU will continue to limit
GPS-guided autonomous weapon effectiveness. Seeker advances may ul-
timately overcome these limitations, but current seeker technologies have
only demonstrated the ability to identify large strategic fixed targets. A few
seeker technologies have demonstrated an identification capability
against stationary mobile targets, but these technologies will not be oper-
ational within the next 10 years. Presently no USAF operational air-to-
ground weapon system has autonomous target acquisition capabilities
against mobile targets. 

The greatest challenges in the employment of guided weapons against
mobile targets are target location, target identification, and terminal
weapon guidance. In response to these known shortfalls, the USAF’s
weapon R&D strategy is focused on autonomous-guidance weapon sys-
tems. Every new air-to-ground weapon research or development program
related to the destruction of mobile targets is pursuing an autonomous-
guidance capability. No new air-to-ground weapon research or develop-
ment program addressing this shortfall has MITL-guidance capabilities,
even though MITL-guided weapons provide the best target identification
capabilities available today and most likely for the next 10 years. An
analysis of near-term and future weapon systems and associated tech-
nology reveals that this focus on autonomous-guidance weapon systems
and rejection of MITL-guidance weapon systems may result in the inabil-
ity of the USAF to perform PCS operations against mobile targets in a
high-risk collateral damage environment during the next decade. 
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Chapter 4

Future Weapon Systems Capabilities

Without air munitions there is no air power.

—Gen George T. Babbitt

Precision strike—the capability to attack targets with the exactness and
intensity required to achieve the desired military effect with minimum col-
lateral damage—requires accuracy in target detection, recognition, identi-
fication, weapon guidance, and warhead terminal effects.1 An analysis of
present USAF PCS capabilities against mobile targets in a high-risk collateral
damage environment reveals a shortfall in meeting many of these re-
quirements. Many of today’s precision weapons have accuracy in weapon
guidance but lack accuracy in target detection, recognition, identification,
and warhead terminal effects when employed against mobile targets.
Many of these shortfalls are due to weapon sensor and guidance limita-
tions against mobile targets. To overcome these limitations, the USAF’s
R&D strategy is turning to weapon systems that leverage current and fu-
ture technologies to create an autonomous precision weapon capability
against mobile targets.

Kill Chain Elements

Many variables and requirements must be addressed to effectively destroy
mobile targets in a high-risk collateral environment. These requirements in-
clude very accurate location of the target (absolute or relative), precise loca-
tion of DMPI, susceptibility of the target to functional kill, and high-resolu-
tion imagery of the target and objects in the vicinity of the target that allow
for positive target identification. Variables include collateral damage toler-
ances, weather, enemy countermeasures, and level of intelligence.2

The successful operational task of detecting, identifying, tracking, and
delivering munitions with high accuracy against mobile targets requires
many successive steps. The first task that must be accomplished is a wide
area search and detection of the target to cue the attack. Then target ac-
quisition capabilities must provide accurate identification and location so
a weapon can be guided to the target. Flyout, midcourse guidance, and
target updates must be provided to the weapon en route to the target to
aid target identification and terminal guidance. During the critical termi-
nal phase of flight, guidance of the weapon is performed either by the con-
tinuation of en route or midcourse guidance or by a terminal seeker guid-
ance capability. Finally, observations of the weapon effects need to be
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obtained for BDA.3 These tasks, in conjunction with other requirements,
make up the kill chain elements (fig. 1).4
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Figure 1. Kill Chain Elements

The terms detection, classification, recognition, identification, and char-
acterization are defined as follows:

Detection. The level at which targets can be distinguished from non-
targets to include trees, rocks, or image processing artifacts.

Classification. The level at which target classes can be resolved (i.e.,
building, vehicle, or aircraft).

Recognition. The level at which target subclasses can be determined
(i.e., a tracked vehicle, wheeled vehicle, tank, or armored personnel car-
rier).

Identification. The level at which the model/make of the target can be
resolved (i.e., an M60, M1, or T72 tank).

Characterization. The level at which detailed physical characteristics
of a target can be determined (i.e., MiG-29 with air-to-air missiles).

The USAF and other DOD agencies are pursuing two research, devel-
opment, and operational approaches in an attempt to create autonomous
weapon systems that perform many of these tasks. One approach focuses
on networking a “system of systems” to create detection, identification,
tracking, and precision control tracking solutions that can be transmit-
ted to a variety of guided munitions.5 This approach exploits recent ad-
vances in sensor, communications, guidance, and processing technolo-
gies. The other approach focuses on the integration of terminal seeker
and guidance technologies that when combined, provide an automatic
target recognition (ATR) or automatic target acquisition (ATA) precision-



guided weapon. The air-to-ground weapon employed in the first approach
relies on off-board sensor and guidance data, while in the second ap-
proach the weapon relies on onboard seeker and guidance capabilities. An
analysis of imaging, guidance, and munition systems related to each of
these approaches reveals many of their strengths and weaknesses. Be-
cause target identification is the first and most challenging requirement
in both approaches, an analysis of current and near-term imaging tech-
nologies will be performed first. A basic understanding of current and
near-term imagery technology is required before these two R&D strategies
can be fully analyzed.

Imaging Technologies

Many seeker technologies are being developed to overcome the chal-
lenge in identifying and attacking mobile targets. These seeker technolo-
gies include but are not limited to EO (ultraviolet [UV], visible, and IR),
radio frequency (RF), SAR, millimeter wave, laser radar, and multispectral
seeker technologies. No single imagery technology provides the optimal
capabilities against mobile targets in all situations and environments. De-
pending on the target characteristics and target environment, each seeker
technology has certain strengths and weaknesses. IR technology seekers
provide high-resolution images but have limited performance in adverse
weather conditions. RF technology seekers provide all-weather capabili-
ties but have less inherent lateral resolution. Active millimeter wave
(MMW) technology seekers provide high-resolution images but suffer from
high attenuation in heavy moisture. Passive millimeter seekers have no
active scanning or radiation requirements, but their performance is driven
by properties of the target and background scene. A multispectral tech-
nology seeker which incorporates two or more seeker capabilities would be
very effective over a wide range of targets, backgrounds, and weather con-
ditions but would increase the seeker size and cost.

Passive IR Seeker Technology

Passive IR is the most mature seeker technology and offers high-reso-
lution and identification capabilities against mobile targets at relatively
low cost. The seeker uses an array of IR detectors scanned across the tar-
get area and creates an image from the emitted thermal radiation. Typi-
cally the seeker operates in either the three-to-five micron or eight-to-12
micron wavelength bands. Temperature differentials between objects in
the scanned area enable a processor to search for the target feature pre-
loaded into the seeker’s memory. Because the seeker is a passive system,
it cannot detect targets obscured by foliage, fog, thick haze, dust, or
smoke. In addition, due to the numerous variables that affect thermal im-
ages, autonomous IR seekers must account for a variety of possible vari-
ances in target identification and classification. These variables include
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time of year, time of day, cloud cover, solar loading, and target and back-
ground materials.

Synthetic Aperture Radar

SAR is an active radar sensor system that achieves higher resolution
than could theoretically be acquired by the actual physical antenna. The
higher resolution is achieved by using forward motion of the sensor plat-
form and phase shifts between transmitted pulses to create a larger an-
tenna length than the actual platform antenna. This longer antenna
length provides a high-resolution capability. SAR technology provides a
two-dimensional all-weather imaging system that provides a limited target
identification capability.

SAR technology has been incorporated in both sensor and seeker sys-
tems. SAR sensor and seeker systems have demonstrated target identifi-
cation capabilities against large fixed targets to include buildings, bridges,
and other cultural objects. SAR sensor systems have demonstrated an
identification capability against mobile targets; however, SAR seekers
have not shown this capability.6 A SAR sensor has demonstrated one-foot
resolution, while SAR seekers have been limited to 10-foot resolution.

Another limitation associated with SAR is the required flight profile to
acquire SAR imagery. To achieve accurate resolution, the seeker system
must move cross-range to the target. This forces the seeker platform to
initially fly an angled-off attack azimuth to the target, then turn directly
towards the target and rely on inertial navigation or monopulse radar for
terminal guidance. This flight profile requirement could degrade SAR
seeker accuracy against mobile targets. GPS guidance could improve ter-
minal guidance accuracy, but any GPS jamming could reduce guidance
accuracy. Many low-cost INU drift rates require GPS lock to be maintained
throughout the terminal phase to achieve precision accuracy. SAR is a
mature sensor technology presently employed on the F-15E, B-2, and E-
8C JSTAR radar systems; but it has limitations when incorporated into a
weapon seeker that prevents it from being used to identify and destroy
mobile targets. 

Millimeter Wave 

MMW seeker technology addresses some of the limitations of passive IR.
The MMW frequency band, 30 to 300 GHz, offers many atmospheric
transmission windows that have better atmospheric moisture penetrating
capabilities. Even though MMW seekers are susceptible to high attenua-
tion in heavy rains, they are still considered to have an all-weather capa-
bility. Most MMW seekers are active systems, where the seeker transmits
radiation and then measures the reflected radiation from objects in the
target area. With proper beam modulation, the reflected radiation from
each scanned object in the target environment is processed to enable
range measurements. The range information is used to create a one-meter
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resolution image of the target area being scanned by the seeker. Draw-
backs to active MMW seekers include degraded imaging capabilities in
target environments with background clutter. Background clutter in the
target area creates high noise levels, which decrease seeker contrast sen-
sitivity and range resolution. The active MMW is also susceptible to radar
countermeasures. 

Laser Radar

Laser radar (LADAR) is an active sensor system that operates in the IR
spectrum. The seeker scans a modulated IR laser beam across the target
area and processes the reflected laser radiation to obtain range measure-
ments to objects in the target area. These range measurements, less than
one foot in range resolution and six to 12 inches in spatial resolution, are
processed by the seeker to create a detailed three-dimensional (3-D) image
of the target area. Because the seeker is transmitting an IR beam and
measuring the reflected radiation, its imaging capabilities are not de-
pendent on target area emitted thermal radiation; thus it does not have
the target imaging challenges associated with passive IR systems.
LADAR’s targeting imaging capabilities are not dependent on seasonal,
time of day, or other temperature-related environmental factors. However,
because LADAR does operate in the IR spectrum, the seeker technology
does suffer attenuation problems of the radiated IR laser beam. Heavy-
moisture atmospheric conditions could attenuate the transmitted and re-
flected signal strength to a level that prevents the target area from being
imaged. LADAR technology seekers have demonstrated mobile target iden-
tification capabilities and have been called “the most promising” seeker
identification and precision guidance technology.7

Complementary LADAR/MMW Seeker (CLAMS)

Because there are strengths and limitations associated with each imag-
ing technology, there are research efforts to combine two or more imaging
technologies. Even though advances in solid-state LADAR and associated
3-D autonomous target acquisition algorithms coupled with GPS/INS
midcourse guidance systems are providing smart weapon capabilities,
there are countermeasures and limitations associated with each imaging
system. To overcome these countermeasures and limitations, an imaging
system operating in a different portion of the frequency spectrum can be
combined with the LADAR system. The CLAMS program focuses on the in-
tegration of an MMW imager with a LADAR imager. An MMW offers ad-
verse weather and poor visibility conditions capabilities in addition to a
wide field of view cueing for the LADAR. A passive MMW system also
provides a degree of covertness for the guided weapon system. In addition,
a second MMW imager offers a backup capability to the weapon system if
the LADAR system fails or malfunctions. One of the objectives of the
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CLAMS program is to determine the feasibility and affordability of a
munition-sized combined MMW and LADAR seeker.8

Summary of Imaging Technologies 

No one imaging technology provides optimal performance in all situa-
tions. Each technology has strengths and weaknesses that exploit differ-
ent phenomenologies that aid in the detection, identification, and de-
struction of mobile targets. RF imaging systems are not as sensitive to
atmospheric conditions as IR systems but have less inherent lateral reso-
lution. Passive systems provide a covert capability but are greatly affected
by emissivity and temperature differences between the target and target
background scene that can cause numerous variances in a target image.
A general summary of advantages and disadvantages associated with im-
aging technologies is shown in table 1.9
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Short Wavelength Long Wavelength
(UV/Visible/IR) (MMW, RF)

Active Systems + High Lateral Resolution + Adverse Weather Capability
+ Measure Range (Target + Measure Range (Target
+ Shape) +Shape)
+ Low Cost

- Sensitive to Atmospheric - Poor Lateral Resolution
- Conditions - Historical Perception of High

- Cost

Passive Systems + High Lateral Resolution + Adverse Weather Capability
+ Covert + Covert
+ Measure Physics of Scenes + Measure Physics of Scenes + 
+ Potential Low Cost

- Imaging Passive MMW Is an
- Sensitive to Atmospheric - Emerging Technology
- Conditions

Table 1

Imaging Technologies

Automatic Target Recognition
versus Autonomous Target Acquisition

Many of these imaging technologies are being developed to enhance
sensor and seeker capabilities to provide USAF air-to-ground flexibility,
target detection/identification, precision guidance, and increased weapon
lethality. In addition, it is hoped these imaging technologies will provide
an ATR or ATA PCS operations capability that could increase standoff



ranges, increase weapon effectiveness, and eliminate or reduce MITL guid-
ance requirements. 

Automatic Target Recognition

ATR is the ability to reliably and automatically recognize sensed visual,
IR, and radar images or electronic signatures that provide a significant
operational benefit to the target detection, target identification, intelli-
gence analysis, or BDA.10 Present ATR technology does not provide suffi-
cient accuracy or reliability to perform autonomous lethal attack against
mobile targets, but it does provide an ability to rapidly screen target areas
and cue weapon systems. ATR technology has the ability to provide addi-
tional target information from target areas of interest to target identifica-
tion estimates, which could aid MITL weapon systems.

This “aiding” of MITL systems is typically provided by a cascading
process, which includes detection/bulk filtering, false alarm discrimina-
tion, classification/indexing, and recognition stages.11 Detection and bulk
filtering rapidly reduce regions of interest by eliminating target areas that
do not exhibit target-like properties or characteristics from the search
area. False alarm discrimination then further refines regions of interest by
removing target areas that with a more detailed and context-dependent
set of features do not exhibit target-like characteristics. The next step,
classification and indexing, associates regions of interests with more likely
target characteristics. The final step, recognition, identifies specific types
of objects within a given classification. 

These cascading steps are achieved with a variety of classification/
recognition algorithms that match attributes of imagined target area ob-
jects with a priori information about potential or desired targets. However,
the greater portion of ATR algorithm R&D has focused on statistical pat-
tern recognition and template matching. Statistical pattern recognition
partitions the space of possible target identities according to how target
signature attributes can be partitioned, while template matching codifies
the topological structure of the target signatures for all possible un-
knowns from an a priori database and matches this against the unknown
signature to select its most likely identity.12 These algorithms provide ATR
capabilities but require tremendous target signature attribute databases
to handle variances related and caused by target environmental and at-
mospheric variations. A model-based target characterization algorithm
overcomes these variance effects.

Model-based algorithms codify the a priori information about unknown
targets using an explicit model of the desired target geometry coupled with
a sensor model that transforms the target geometry into signature attrib-
utes.13 This ATR algorithm technique enables signature prediction to be
directly tailored on-line to the specific condition under which the un-
known target signature is observed and thus is adaptable to real-time
data that may not have been collected previously. This model-based algo-
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rithm requires fidelity of the target geometry and sensor models to predict
the expected target signature attributes, and today’s higher fidelity and
faster sensor models are providing these capabilities.14

In USAF air-to-ground related mission areas, ATR technology and capa-
bilities improve target detection/identification accuracy and speed and re-
duce aircrew workload. However, ATR technology has had only limited suc-
cess in the autonomous detection, identification, and destruction of mobile
targets. The integration of ATR into PCS operations against mobile targets
has been focused on aiding the MITL guidance target analyst and has not
provided a true autonomous PCS capability against mobile targets. This ca-
pability may be provided by an autonomous target acquisition system.

Autonomous Target Acquisition

The primary difference between ATR and ATA is the confidence in tar-
get classification and system performance. While ATR strives to improve
the target classification accuracy and speed of an MITL system, ATA
strives for autonomous target detection, identification, characterization,
and aim point selection by the weapon system. A high confidence in per-
formance will be required from an ATA-based weapon system before it will
be accepted and employed operationally. ATA systems perform similar
cascading steps as ATR systems and also employ a model-based target
characterization algorithm.

ATA not only provides an autonomous target identification capability
but also provides the precision guidance capability required to place the
munition’s warhead on the most vulnerable part of the target.15 This pre-
cise placement of the warhead increases the munition’s effectiveness,
which decreases required aircraft sorties, which in turn could decrease
aircraft attrition. Furthermore, an ATA guidance capability reduces the
size of the warhead needed, thus reducing the overall size of the weapon,
which could increase aircraft weapon loadouts.16

Both ATR and ATA capabilities are being supported by the two major
fundamental technology thrusts in USAF conventional armament R&D:
advanced guidance and ordnance. The advanced guidance thrust re-
searches and develops terminal seekers and guidance and navigation
technology that provides precision guidance, while the ordnance thrust
researches and develops explosives, warheads, fuses, weapon airframe
controls, and weapon release equipment.17 However, while ATR and ATA
capabilities support many USAF mission areas, for PCS operations
against mobile targets ATA is the most critical capability and considered
the highest risk factor in future air-to-ground precision-guided weapons.

System of Systems Approach

The system of systems approach (SSA) networks and fuses information
and capabilities from a variety of systems to provide a PCS capability
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against mobile targets.18 This approach combines sensor, communication,
processing, guidance, and precision weapon technologies to create an af-
fordable highly automated netted sensor fire-control weapon system solu-
tion. The SSA addresses present technology and PCS operation limita-
tions, which require weapon systems with sophisticated sensors, MITL
guidance, or wide area dispersion munitions in the destruction of mobile
targets. The SSA collects sensor data from a variety of off-board sensor
systems for the purpose of surveillance, target identification, geolocation,
and target tracking and passes this information in real time to guided
weapons to provide a precision capability against mobile targets. One of
the SSA goals is to provide an affordable precision capability to destroy
mobile targets while minimizing collateral damage.

Presently no SSA real-time capability against mobile targets exists.
Many technology programs have demonstrated or are addressing SSA re-
quirements, but these systems are only in the R&D phase and will not re-
sult in an operational capability within the next 15 years.19 These R&D
programs address improvements in the surveillance, detection, tracking,
identification, and precision weapon engagement capabilities against mo-
bile targets. The majority of these programs are technical risk reduction
laboratory efforts that hope to facilitate the rapid transition and develop-
ment of follow-on operationally capable systems.

The detection and identification of mobile targets is one of the major
challenges facing sensor exploitation and operations. An additional issue
is how best to exploit sensor data in the destruction of mobile targets.20

The goal of many sensor programs is to provide a robust capability to en-
gage all surface targets by collecting sensor data from a variety of sources
for a variety of tasks. Providing these capabilities requires sensors to deal
with numerous countermeasures including partial obscuration, articula-
tion of turrets, intraclass variations, and radar absorbing materials. Pro-
grams attempting to provide mobile target identification in this challeng-
ing environment include moving target exploitation (MTE), moving and
stationary target acquisition and recognition (MSTAR), affordable moving
target engagement (AMSTE), and Discovery II.

Moving Target Exploitation

The MTE program attempts to combine airborne high-resolution MTI
and moving target SAR imagery to detect, track, and identify time-critical
mobile targets. While MTI can provide WAS, it is limited in its ability to
separate and identify target vehicles from other vehicles in the search
area. High-resolution SAR can perform this target identification require-
ment and overcome this MTI limitation. Combining the two systems could
provide a WAS and target identification capability. The goal of the MTE
program is to provide the operational commander an all-weather,
day/night ability to detect, identify, and track high-value moving ground
targets.21
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Moving and Stationary Target Acquisition and Recognition

In the area of automatic target recognition, the MSTAR model-based ap-
proach has demonstrated promising results. The MSTAR program focuses
on the development, integration, and evaluation of advanced automatic
target recognition capabilities against tactical and strategic targets using
SAR imagery. The objective of the program is to design, construct, and
demonstrate an accurate and robust ATR system capable of recognizing
time-critical targets through the use of air-to-ground two-dimensional
SAR imagery. MSTAR is a laboratory-based program that is attempting to
provide ATR algorithms and processing tools for future imagery technolo-
gies. The ATR algorithm models targets, backgrounds, and target/back-
ground interactions and calculates the uncertainty with which they can
be measured, extracted, and predicted to account for obscuration, clutter
layout, camouflage, diffuse scattering, multipath reflection, and other op-
erational phonologies that negatively affect the identification of mobile
targets. The program hopes to overcome the larger target, sensor, and
background combination requirements of ATR systems that rely solely on
precomputed templates, which require large amounts of target data.22

Affordable Moving Target Engagement

The AMSTE program goes beyond the MTE program and focuses on
weapon system technologies that enable precision, affordable, all-weather
engagement of moving targets. The goal of the program is to develop, in-
vestigate, and evaluate technologies leading to affordable architectures for
the destruction of mobile targets. The fundamental concept of the program
is using networked sensors to provide precise, high revisit rate detection
of mobile targets to produce a precision fire-control solution that could be
provided as a command guidance signal to precision-guided weapons. The
program uses a network of air-based and space-based ground moving tar-
get indicating (GMTI) radar and SAR systems to provide a precision guid-
ance solution on a mobile target. The guidance solution is then used to
provide in-flight real-time target updates to a variety of precision-guided
weapon systems. 

One of the main objectives of the program is the destruction of the cor-
rect mobile target with no collateral damage. To achieve this objective, the
program does not anticipate the requirement to develop new sensors,
weapons, or communication technologies and hopes to leverage current
technologies to keep the solution affordable. The Defense Advanced Re-
search Projects Agency conducted a feasibility study in 1998 in the areas
of GMTI radars, precision fire-control tracking, and command guidance
portions of the program. The study concluded the AMSTE concept was
technically feasible, with the precision fire-control tracking solution hav-
ing the highest technical risk. However, an operational system based on
AMSTE will be available, at the earliest, in 2015.23
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Discovery II

Discovery II is a technology demonstration program to develop an af-
fordable space-based integrated GMTI and SAR imagery system. The pro-
gram is pursuing “acceptable risk” technologies that will provide a space-
based, low-cost multimode GMTI/SAR system; an advanced command,
control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and re-
connaissance capability complementing UAV and aircraft architectures
providing near continuous mobile target detection, tracking, and target-
ing; and a direct data-link precision engagement capability to the war
fighter. An operational space-based radar system with these elements will
not be available within the next 20 years.24

The SSA is exploiting advances in technology to overcome present sen-
sor shortfalls and provide an affordable mobile target engagement capa-
bility. New GMTI sensors will provide better resolution and more accu-
racy. Emerging GMTI systems will provide vast amounts of usable GMTI
data. SAR systems will enable target identification in high-risk collateral
damage environments. Guided weapons will provide the ability to pre-
cisely target DMPIs. Advances in communications will provide the ability
to network dispersed sensors and shooters. A networked system will pro-
vide off-board accurate hand-over attack solutions against mobile targets.
All of these operations will be accelerated by the explosive growth of com-
puter processing power to a real-time mobile target engagement capabil-
ity. Even with this exploitation of technology and computer processing
power, none of these SSA programs will provide an operational capability
until well beyond 2015. Therefore, in the near term, a guided weapon sys-
tem with onboard target identification and precision guidance provides
the most promising PCS capability against mobile targets. 

Autonomous-Guided Weapon Approach

Precision weapon capabilities are directly related to the precision require-
ments and challenges of the era during which they were developed. Recently
acquired or near-term precision-guided weapons, including JDAM, JSOW,
WCMD, and SFW were developed under requirements that included accu-
racy, adverse weather capability, increased standoff range, autonomous
guidance, multiple kills per pass/multiple targets per release sequence, mul-
tiaircraft carriage, improved hardened target capability, and affordability.25

These requirements were based on the need to (1) hold all high-value, highly
defended targets at risk from the start of hostilities, (2) blunt enemy armored
spearheads and saturate target complexes, and (3) penetrate heavily fortified
targets and destroy the capacity for mass destruction.26 Many of the USAF’s
recently acquired guided weapons have these characteristics and capabili-
ties. The destruction of mobile targets while minimizing collateral damage
was not a driving factor in the acquisition of many of these weapons. Today’s
PGM requirements and challenges are slightly different and include accu-
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racy, standoff, wide spectrum of targets, aircrew workload, autonomy, real-
time-in-cockpit targeting, countermeasures, and reduced collateral damage.
The new challenges of mobile, highly defended targets in close proximity of
noncombatants are driving today’s precision weapon research, development,
and acquisition strategy. 

The USAF’s long-term air-to-ground weapon acquisition strategy will re-
duce the number of weapon systems from over 20 to no more than two to
three programs per mission area. In the area of direct attack and close air
support (CAS), USAF air-to-ground capabilities will be limited to three or four
weapon systems. Present capabilities, which include a mix of old generation
weapons (CBU-89, AGM-130, AGM-142, GBU-15, Maverick, and LGBs) and
first generation autonomous weapons (WCMD, JSOW, JDAM, and SFW), will
be replaced by second generation systems such as joint air-to-surface stand-
off missile, miniaturized munition, and a next generation CAS weapon.27

These weapon systems will be developed based on a variety of mission need
statements (MNS) and JAOA studies. In the area of the destruction of sta-
tionary and mobile targets, Combat Air Force Mission Need Statement (CAF
MNS)-304-97 states the critical need for a miniaturized munition capability
(MMC). This MMC MNS and its related Acquisition Decision Memorandum
calls for a weapon system with the following capabilities: increased sortie ef-
fectiveness (more kills per pass); minimization of collateral damage; adverse
weather effectiveness; increased aircraft munition loadout (internal and ex-
ternal); small logistics footprint; low mission cost; and the ability to hit fixed,
relocatable, and mobile targets.

In support of this MMC MNS, the USAF and USN are conducting a
JAOA to evaluate a wide variety of USAF, USN, and DOD contractor
weapon systems concepts. The goal of the JAOA is to determine the best
weapon system concept that will increase the combat capability of all US
DOD aircraft with an affordable cost and acceptable technology risk level.
The analysis includes the identification of low to moderate risk alterna-
tives; identification of key operational requirements document perform-
ance parameters; and the evaluation of logistics support, total life cycle
cost, and concept of operations considerations.

The JAOA was scheduled for completion in September 2000, but pre-
liminary analysis indicated two categories of munitions will be required to
meet the MMC MNS fixed and mobile target requirements. A fixed target
miniature munition (FTMM) is a near-term capability, but a mobile target
miniature munition (MTMM) will not be feasible in the near term, even
with directed accelerated funding. These conclusions were based on the
ability of the FTMM to leverage current JDAM technology, while an MTMM
would require R&D to acquire a new weapon system. In response to the
preliminary findings, the USAF has requested Office of the Secretary of
Defense and congressional approval to start the acquisition of a 500-
pound JDAM weapon system.28

This MK-82 JDAM acceleration decision by the USAF chief of staff and
the secretary of defense is an interim capability solution to limiting col-
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lateral damage when attacking fixed strategic targets. However, this GPS
guidance-based weapon system will only provide limited capabilities
against mobile targets. In response to this continued shortfall, numerous
miniaturized technologies and weapon systems are being researched and
developed. With hopes of meeting this critical mobile target need, USAF
armament laboratories have focused their efforts on next generation
seeker technologies that may provide the target detection and classifica-
tion, precision guidance accuracy, smaller warheads, and overall smaller
munitions capabilities needed to meet MMC MNS requirements. 

The effort to meet MMC requirements has resulted in two fundamental
technology areas or thrusts for conventional armament: advanced guid-
ance and ordnance.29 The advanced guidance thrust is focused on the de-
velopment of terminal seekers, as well as guidance and navigation tech-
nology that will provide the precision needed against fixed and mobile
targets.30 This thrust includes acquiring autonomous, all-weather, coun-
termeasures-resistant, precision seekers for air-to-ground weapons and
real-time targeting updating capabilities to the weapon on the location of
mobile targets—as well as the ability to change to an alternate high-value
target. The laboratories are working to develop terminal seekers, sensors,
processing, guidance, and navigation technologies that could result in an
affordable all-weather precision guidance autonomous weapon capability
against mobile targets.31 One of the goals of the laboratories is to develop
a seeker that provides target identification and classification, highly ac-
curate guidance, and the ability to provide enough information to deter-
mine warhead operations that maximize weapon lethality.32 The USAF
and civilian laboratory efforts have resulted in LADAR, SAR, MMW, and IR
seekers that have demonstrated varying success in the detection and
identification of mobile targets in adverse weather, clutter, and counter-
measure environments. These seekers have been integrated into a variety
of autonomous miniaturized munition (AMM) weapon concepts.

These AMMs represent the second generation of smart munitions. The
first generation of smart weapons provided cluster munitions capable of
autonomous target detection, while the second generation will have the
seeker capability to classify and—in some cases—identify targets. This
classification and identification permits the use of smaller advanced war-
heads with real-time modifying kill mechanisms that enable lethality
against a broad range of targets and smaller overall weapon size.33

Presently the USAF is evaluating numerous AMM weapon concepts in
an attempt to identify the most cost-effective and risk-reduced weapon
system that will meet mobile target miniature munition requirements.
These weapon concepts include but are not limited to Low Cost Au-
tonomous Attack System (LOCAAS), Brilliant anti-armor submunition P3I
(BAT), Ringneck, Extended Range Autonomous Attack System, Power
Submunition, and the MMC-150. Many of these MMC weapon concepts
provide a standoff capability against fixed, relocatable, and mobile targets
in addition to multikills per pass, controlled weapon effects, internal and
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external carriage loadouts, increased aircraft loadouts, adverse weather
precision guidance, and collateral damage reduction. 

Low Cost Autonomous Attack System

The LOCAAS was started as an advanced development engineering ef-
fort to provide a technology base for future low-cost LADAR sensor sub-
munitions. It has become a miniature, powered munition capable of broad
area search, identification, and destruction of a range of mobile targets.
In its present form, LOCAAS is an 85-pound turbojet-powered munition
that incorporates a LADAR seeker with a multimode warhead and a ma-
neuvering airframe to produce a high-performance munition against mo-
bile targets. The LADAR seeker provides autonomous target detection, tar-
get identification, aim point selection, and information for warhead
selection capabilities. The warhead can be detonated as a long-rod pene-
trator, an aerostable slug, or as fragments based on target identification
and classification. A GPS guidance and inertial navigation system pro-
vides very accurate midcourse guidance which aids LADAR seeker search
performance. The LOCAAS has an endurance of 30 minutes, a standoff
range of 100 NM and a preplanned search capability. The LOCAAS’s en-
durance is inversely related to its standoff employment range. Planned
features include the capability of four LOCAAS munitions to search a 100-
square-NM area within 30 minutes.34 The LOCAAS weapon system will
have a data-link capability with other LOCAAS submunitions, which will
enable integrated search and attack operations. The LOCAAS submuni-
tions will have the capability to be dispensed from an aircraft or UCAV by
an external TMD, an internal dispenser, an internal weapon bay carriage,
a munition ejector, and an external pylon. In addition, the Army Tactical
Missile System (ATACMS) or the Multiple Launch Rocket System could
employ the weapon system.35

Brilliant Anti-Armor Submunition

A weapon system that is currently employed by the US Army’s ATACMS,
which is being considered as an MMC weapon concept, is the BAT. The
initial production BAT is an acoustic and IR seeker-guided submunition
that autonomously detects, tracks, and destroys mobile targets.36 The
MMC BAT weapon system concept is a P3I version that retains the basic
physical characteristics of the BAT submunition but incorporates a dual-
mode IIR/MMW seeker. This seeker will improve overall target detection
and classification and enable the employment of a multimode warhead
that increases probability of kill and reduces collateral damage. Integra-
tion on USAF aircraft could be through the JSOW dispenser weapon.

Other MMC Concepts and Issues

Other MMC concept weapon systems have characteristics and capabilities
similar to LOCAAS or BAT. These characteristics and capabilities include
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standoff employment ranges, high aircraft loadouts, ATA, GPS/INS mid-
course guidance, multimode warhead, and either a glide or power flight pro-
file. The ATA systems are based either on a LADAR or IIR/MMW seeker that
provide target detection, identification and classification, and precision guid-
ance. Descriptions and characteristics of specific weapon concepts are un-
available due to contractor proprietary information concerns related to the
ongoing MMC program. Because many of these weapon concepts provide
similar capabilities using similar seeker and guidance technologies, they are
referred to as “LOCAAS-like weapons.”37 The term LOCAAS is used because
it is the most well-known MMC acquisition program.

These LOCAAS-like weapons and their associated ATA capabilities ad-
dress many of the key shortfalls in current and near-term USAF PCS op-
erations against mobile targets. The main focus of ATA technologies and
these weapon systems is overcoming target location errors and target lo-
cation uncertainty associated with mobile targets as well as providing tar-
get identification capability. Once a weapon is launched, current off-board
sensors and guidance systems are limited in their ability to overcome
TLEs and TLUs while providing precision guidance accuracy. Some au-
tonomous weapon seekers have the ability to overcome TLE and TLU but
lack target identification capabilities. Their image processing cannot iden-
tify the target but is adequate to provide guidance updates to overcome
TLE and TLU on the target. However, when engaging mobile targets in a
high-risk collateral damage environment, all three requirements—TLE,
TLU, and target identification—must be met. Presently, the only weapon
systems that provide a limited capability for meeting all three of these re-
quirements are those weapon systems with MITL guidance.

The highest technical risk associated with the LOCAAS and other
LOCAAS-like programs is the ATA capability. These ATA systems must be
able to identify and discriminate between targets and nontargets, to in-
clude mobile missile launchers, tanks, military personnel carriers, and
noncombatant vehicles. In addition to this tremendous task, these sys-
tems must be able to guide the weapon to the target and provide target
data for precise warhead aim point and multimode warhead selection. Of
these ATA systems, LADAR appears the most promising seeker technol-
ogy. LADAR offers high-resolution, high-accuracy 3-D active imagery,
large-area search, real-time ATA and real-time target tracking. The proto-
type units are approximately seven inches in diameter, seven inches long,
and weigh approximately 10 pounds. If purchased with high-volume pro-
duction, the seeker is expected to cost $12,000 per unit.38

Captive and free flight testing of a LADAR seeker has demonstrated a
99 percent probability of acquiring mobile or relocatable targets with a 95
percent probability of classifying the target in real time.39 Current algo-
rithms use range and angle data for target acquisition and classification.
The seeker collects 3-D data with six-inch resolution. While yielding
higher probability of target acquisition and classification, the ATA system
requires no extensive signature database to define targets of interest. De-
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velopmental tests have demonstrated the ability of LADAR to see through
low rain rates, most fog conditions, camouflage nets, and most battlefield
smoke obscurants.40 LADAR’s target classification ability has enabled
multimode warhead capabilities that maximize probability of kill while re-
ducing the risk of collateral damage.

Future LADAR capabilities could include a new pulsed laser for use in
a focal plane array (FPA) LADAR seeker. The advantages of an FPA are in-
creased frame rates, wide instantaneous FOV, and the elimination of me-
chanical scanning mechanisms, resulting in reduced cost and increased
maintainability.41 In addition, techniques and components that use near-
IR to mid-IR wavelengths are being researched and developed in hopes of
producing a more eye-safe LADAR system which could further minimize
collateral damage. All USAF LADAR research efforts are focused on pro-
viding a low-cost small package system for autonomously guided air-
dropped munitions.42

An ATA seeker that provides target identification and precise warhead
guidance is the critical system on which all of the MMC weapon concepts de-
pend. A LADAR-based ATA seeker supports many MMC requirements and
has shown promising test results. Due to these factors, a LADAR or similar
seeker system that provides ATA is the keystone to the near-term USAF PCS
capabilities against mobile targets. However, there is technological risk asso-
ciated with any ATA capability. The key role ATA technology—specifically
LADAR-based systems—plays in providing a PCS capability against mobile
targets demonstrates the extreme risk associated with a weapons acquisition
strategy that is focused on only autonomous-guided weapon systems. If the
MMC program and associated ATA R&D does not produce a PCS capability
against mobile targets within the next five to 10 years, the USAF will have to
rely on current precision weapon systems—with their PCS limitations
against mobile targets—for the next 10 to 15 years. Realizing this, the USAF
is taking steps in hopes of minimizing the risk associated with the acquisi-
tion of an MTMM and the required ATA technology. 

Presently, the Munitions Directorate Assessment and Demonstrations Di-
vision of the Air Force Research Laboratory is conducting an advanced tech-
nology demonstration (ATD) of the LOCAAS program. The overall objective of
the ATD is to provide and demonstrate the technology to produce an afford-
able standoff (minimum 90 miles) miniature munition that autonomously
searches for, detects, identifies, attacks, and destroys mobile targets and that
is also able to discriminate between military targets and noncombatants.
Specifically, the ATD hopes to demonstrate that a low-cost ($30,000 per mu-
nition) system can be produced incorporating a multimode warhead, a solid-
state LADAR seeker with an ATA capability, and a GPS/INS midcourse guid-
ance system into a turbojet-powered air vehicle.43

Additionally, all key program phase point decisions for LOCAAS-like
weapon systems—to include engineering and manufacturing development
(EMD)—will be heavily influenced by the USAF and contractor’s assess-
ment of ATA measures of performance (MOP).44 ATA MOPs will evaluate
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the probability of target identification errors, false target attack rate, the
probability of engagement success, and CEP. Presently, LOCAAS ATA per-
formance is meeting or exceeding all MOPs. An EMD decision on LOCAAS
has been delayed until 2005, and the funding during the program defini-
tion and risk reduction (PDRR) phase has been increased to reduce the
risk associated with the MMC program. However, this delay in EMD and
increased PDRR funding will further delay the acquisition of an opera-
tional capability that is needed today. At the present time, the earliest a
LOCAAS-like weapon will be operational on a USAF aircraft is 2010.45

Conclusion

The USAF’s strategy to leverage present and future sensor and guidance
technologies to overcome limitations in current PCS operations against
mobile targets in high-risk collateral damage environments is sound and
justified. However, an analysis of these near-term sensors and weapons
and their related technologies reveals that many of these systems will not
be operational for another 10 to 15 years. In addition, there are techno-
logical risks associated with many of these sensor and weapon systems
that could delay their acquisition or reduce their operational effectiveness.
During the next 10 years, the USAF will be called upon to provide a PCS
capability against mobile targets in a high-risk collateral damage environ-
ment. Presently and in the near term, the only weapon system that will be
able to provide this capability within the next two to three years is a next
generation data-link MITL guidance standoff weapon that overcomes pres-
ent MITL guidance weapon limitations. Future sensor and guidance tech-
nologies must continue to be pursued. However, to meet today’s opera-
tional shortfalls in PCS operations, resources must be invested in weapon
systems and technologies that will quickly provide the USAF with a PCS
capability against mobile targets.
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Chapter 5

Legal Issues, Accountability, Flexibility,
Science and Technology Shortfalls,
and Acquisition Risk Management

So by the benefit of this light of reason, they have found out Artillery, by which
warres come to a quicker ends than heretofore, and the great expense of bloud is
avoyed; for the numbers slain now, since the invention of Artillery, are much lesse
than before, when the sword was the executioner.

—John Donne, 1621

The research, development, and acquisition of airpower weaponry cre-
ates, affects, and is influenced by numerous issues and factors in the
strategic environment. The USAF’s weapon research, development, and
acquisition strategy must consider and address the legal issues, account-
ability questions, operational flexibility, S&T funding shortfalls, and ac-
quisition risk management as it attempts to provide a PCS capability
against mobile targets. The use of autonomous weapons may create legal
issues that may not be acceptable to military or civilian leadership and
may not provide the level of accountability required in a military opera-
tion. Autonomous operations are greatly affected by the ROEs associated
with the military operation. MITL-guidance weapons could provide the
flexibility and acquisition risk reduction needed in today’s strategic envi-
ronment. There may be no clear answer to the question of manned versus
unmanned military weapons systems. However, this analysis of key issues
and their influence on current and near-term USAF PCS operations will
demonstrate a need for an MITL-guided weapon system.

Legal Issues

In his report Technology and the 21st Century Battlefield: Recomplicating
Moral Life for the Statesman and the Soldier, Charles Dunlap posed a legal
question regarding PGM use and acquisition. He asked, “To what extent
must a nation’s people sacrifice in order to acquire systems to protect enemy
civilians?”1 He further states, “It could be argued that simply having PGMs
mandates their use under the theory that the commander has an available
alternative that can save noncombatant lives.”2 Dunlap expresses the ac-
cepted view that there is no obligation to use PGMs as long as the tenets of
the law of armed conflict are observed and that the commander can consider
the price of the weapon as a factor in choosing the means of attack.3 How-
ever, this may not always be the accepted view or norm.

The perception that PGM use greatly minimizes collateral damage may
create a new precept in the court of world opinion, and a paradigm might
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be created that assumes the United States has the ability to employ mili-
tary force through the use of PGMs with minimal or no collateral damage.4

This new paradigm could create the perception that the failure to use
PGMs represents a US decision to cause collateral damage and noncom-
batant deaths.5 Dunlap states, “If this perception comes to represent the
consensus of world opinion, it is not inconceivable that international law
may someday require PGM use (as well as other high-tech instrumentali-
ties) by those nations with the resources to produce or acquire them.”6

This issue is further complicated by the enemy’s efforts to defeat high-tech
precision-guided weapons. The use of PGMs may drive an adversary to em-
ploy pernicious methodologies to counteract them.7 Because high ethical
standards are central to America’s military ethos, the United States is vul-
nerable to tactics that attempt to exploit their innate respect for human life.8

Iraqi and Serbian forces routinely and purposely placed military resources
and civilian noncombatants in close proximity of each other during Desert
Storm and Allied Force operations in hopes of negating the United States’s
PGM capabilities. The effectiveness of PGMs has caused frustrated adver-
saries to clearly violate international laws and norms. The use of PGMs may
put more noncombatants at risk due to the action of unscrupulous adver-
saries who are trying to counter technologically superior weapons with the
age-old strategy of human shields.9 Even the most advanced PGMs will cause
unintended noncombatant casualties against this type of military strategy.
However, an MITL-guided weapon could provide a greater capability to limit
these casualties when compared to autonomous-guided weapons.

No precision-guided weapon can accurately and reliably identify non-
combatants in close proximity of a military target. However, an MITL data-
link guidance weapon does provide—though limited—a capability to detect
and identify noncombatants. Autonomous-guided LOCAAS-like weapons
cannot detect or even differentiate combat versus noncombatant person-
nel. In addition, autonomous systems cannot “assess” the target area and
acquire critical “situational awareness” of the target environment. An
MITL system provides real-time target area intelligence and a limited ca-
pability to detect and assess the possibility of noncombatant casualties.
In what could be considered a “worst case,” densely populated urban en-
vironment, an MITL-data-link guided weapon provides the greatest collat-
eral-damage minimizing capability when attacking mobile targets. The de-
struction of mobile military forces in an urban environment may not be a
routine mission for the USAF, but it is a precision engagement capability
that will no doubt be required in future conflicts. 

The Accountability Question

Related to the legal issue is the question of accountability. If a society
becomes more sensitive to death, destruction, and collateral damage as
the information age provides real-time military operations reporting, will
a nation’s government and general public demand more accountability in
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airpower operations?10 If accountability is demanded by US civilian lead-
ership, it is not likely this accountability will be entrusted to anything else
but a human. Since military operations involve decisions or actions that
could result in intentional or unintentional death and destruction, a
human must be accountable.11 Autonomous weapon systems only have a
limited capability when compared to MITL systems to acquire real-time in-
formation or react to internal system malfunctions.12 These limitations
could increase the probability of collateral damage. A human is not re-
quired in all PCS operations, but in the destruction of mobile targets in a
high-risk collateral threat environment, one must be involved in target se-
lection and weapon delivery decisions.13 As in air-to-air operations, when
militarily sound and physically feasible, ROEs for PCS operations against
mobile targets should favor visual target identification over autonomous
target identification.14 An MITL system does not guarantee 100 percent
accuracy or reliability, but it does provide 100 percent accountability.
This accountability may be the critical factor that maintains public sup-
port of a military operation or holds a fragile military coalition together in
the aftermath of a collateral damage incident.

Flexibility and Risk Reduction

A research, development, and acquisition strategy that supports an
MITL weapon system will not only provide a needed PCS capability against
mobile targets but will positively address critical flexibility, S&T funding,
and risk issues associated with USAF weapon acquisition programs.
Today’s uncertain strategic environment requires flexibility in military op-
erations. An MITL weapon would greatly improve the USAF’s overall air-
to-ground capabilities and flexibility. Reductions in S&T budgets have
negatively affected technological advances in target identification and
weapon guidance, which in turn have delayed the acquisition of an au-
tonomous weapon system capable of identifying and destroying mobile
targets. An MITL weapon could provide a PCS capability until S&T short-
falls in these areas can be overcome. In addition to overcoming technol-
ogy delays, the acquisition of an MITL weapon would reduce the risk as-
sociated with these future autonomous weapons.

The USAF is embracing a recent military technological innovation—au-
tonomous guided air-to-ground weapons—while reducing and eliminating
other guided air-to-ground weapons, particularly MITL weapons. Given
the uncertainty of future conflicts, should the USAF pursue this particu-
lar military innovation strategy? Rosen states that, “The fundamental
problem of managing military research and development is that uncer-
tainties about the enemy and about the costs and benefits of new tech-
nologies make it impossible to identify the single best route to innova-
tion.”15 To deal with these uncertainties, Rosen suggests the development
of a flexible strategy instead of an optimum strategy. Rosen also states, “A
strategy for military technological innovation that seeks as much flexibil-
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ity as it can buy might be better than one trying to buy the one weapon
that would perform the best if it could be built to specifications at the ex-
pected cost and if it eventually turned out to be the weapon which was ac-
tually needed.”16 This strategy of flexibility is more appropriate in today’s
strategic environment than ever before.

The United States has entered and will probably remain in a period that
presents many opportunities and challenges. This strategic environment
will create a very dynamic and uncertain national security environment
for the US military. The challenges will include but are not limited to re-
gional, asymmetric, and transitional threats to US national interests.17

The environment will remain uncertain with unknown and unpredictable
adversaries. US military forces will be involved in a variety of operations
across the spectrum of conflict to include limited strikes, SSCs, major
theater wars, and global conflicts. These operations will be characterized
by continual changes in technology and increased coalition military oper-
ations to address threats to US national interests. Political and social in-
terests may demand these military operations be executed with minimal
collateral damage to friendly and enemy forces. Simultaneously, the US
military has experienced a rapid reduction in its budget and a correspon-
ding reduction in force structure. Therefore, considering all these factors,
the strategic environment in which the US military will be required to op-
erate will be dominated by uncertainty.

During this period of “military operations uncertainty,” the USAF’s
focus on autonomous-guided weapons will reduce its precision engage-
ment flexibility and does not support a “Type I” flexibility strategy that
Rosen recommends as a way to manage uncertainty.18 Type I flexibility is
the acquisition of weapons that, while not optimal for a single given sce-
nario, would be useful in almost all contingencies. MITL weapon systems
have proven their Type I flexibility in numerous air operations against a
variety of targets. MITL weapon systems have been used in CAS, sup-
pression of enemy air defenses, counterland, countersea, theater missile
defense, and weapons of mass destruction counterproliferation operations
against mobile and fixed targets. Autonomous weapons are not as flexible
because of their limited ability to acquire real-time information and their
inability to acquire situational awareness of the target environment.
Rosen does state that Type I flexibility may be impossible or prohibitively
expensive. However, this is not the case in the acquisition of an MITL
guided air-to-ground weapon in quantities that would greatly improve the
USAF’s overall precision engagement capability and flexibility.

Current USAF data-link MITL-guidance weapons, while more flexible
than current autonomous systems, have limitations in the identification
and destruction of mobile ground targets. However, many of these limita-
tions can be overcome at relatively low cost and low technological risk.
Today’s limitations include limited FOV and FOR seekers, marginal seeker
performance, no loiter capability, no go-around capability, and no video
playback capability. Overcoming these shortfalls requires no unproven
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technology and would be relatively inexpensive compared to autonomous
weapon R&D costs. An MITL-guidance weapon with increased FOVs and
FORs and loiter/go-around/video playback capabilities could be pro-
duced at a unit cost of $200,000.19 The addition of such a weapon to the
USAF air-to-ground inventory would not only dramatically improve its
PCS capabilities against mobile targets but would greatly prove its overall
air-to-ground flexibility at a funding level that would not threaten au-
tonomous system research.

Science and Technology Funding Shortfalls

An MITL weapon system will not only provide the USAF the flexibility
needed in today’s uncertain strategic environment, it will also address
S&T funding shortfalls that have caused delays and increased technology
risk associated with autonomous weapon identification and guidance ca-
pabilities. A report published by the Air Force Association’s (AFA) S&T
committee stresses that declines in research and advanced technology de-
velopment funding have and will continue to reduce future USAF opera-
tional capabilities. This decrease in funding has delayed seeker, guidance,
and processing advances required for autonomous-guidance weapons.
These delays and technology shortfalls will inhibit the USAF from acquir-
ing an autonomous weapon PCS capability against mobile targets in the
next 10 years. If funding does not dramatically increase, the USAF will
have to acquire this PCS capability with current and proven technologies,
specifically MITL weapon systems.

S&T funding reductions have delayed critical technology advances and
created an emphasis on “requirements pull” weapons research approach
instead of a more balanced and effective “technology push/requirements
pull” approach. The AFA S&T committee’s report noted that the USAF has
gone from first to last among the armed services in S&T funding. Since
1989 the USAF budget for R&D has been cut in half. The report stressed
that the USAF has reduced R&D funding to pay for day-to-day operational
funding needs brought about by increased operational requirements. In
addition, the committee perceived a lack of commitment to the R&D of
technologies that did not support or address current or near-term weapon
requirements or programs.20 This short-term focus resulted in an R&D
strategy that concentrated on PCS capabilities against fixed targets, and
only recently has the USAF addressed PCS capabilities against mobile tar-
gets. This R&D funding strategy has delayed the development of critical
seeker and guidance technologies required for an autonomous weapon ca-
pability against mobile targets. On the surface, the acquisition of an MITL
weapon system may appear to support a short-term S&T strategy; how-
ever, it could result in a more balanced requirements pull and technology
push R&D strategy.  

A requirements pull occurs when doctrine, strategy, or operational re-
quirements are the driving factors in technological developments and in-
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novations. During a technology push, technological developments and in-
novations are not tied to a stated requirement; but their creation may fos-
ter new doctrine, strategy, or operational capabilities or ideas. There are
advantages and disadvantages associated with each; however, the pre-
ferred R&D strategy is typically based on a combination of both ap-
proaches. The AFA’s report stresses that due to declines in S&T funding,
the USAF is at risk of becoming trapped in a requirements pull strategy
that could result in the inability of technology to meet future unidentified
operational requirements in a timely manner. A requirements-pull-only
strategy will force R&D to focus on technologies that may provide a quick
but partial solution to operational requirements and ignore slower devel-
oping technologies that may provide a more complete and long-term solu-
tion. A balanced strategy is ideal because it meets near-term and far-term
requirements, rather than only partially meeting near-term operational
requirements. In the area of autonomous weapon capabilities against mo-
bile targets, the USAF’s R&D strategy is unbalanced. Technology is being
pulled to meet operational requirements, and there are very few far-term
innovations to reduce the risk associated with future autonomous weapon
technologies.

The report points out that S&T initiatives can take decades to mature
and provide operational capabilities and that many of the current weapon
systems were only possible because of technology investments made in
the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s. During the past decade, funding decreases
have caused many promising and critical technologies—including minia-
turized munitions—to be constrained and delayed. This delay in techno-
logical advances has resulted in the improbability that the USAF will pro-
duce an autonomous weapon capability against mobile targets in a
high-risk collateral damage environment within the next decade without
drastic funding changes. 

The acquisition of a new or improved MITL weapon system would pro-
vide a PCS capability against mobile targets while allowing a more bal-
anced S&T strategy. The acquisition of an MITL weapon system that in-
corporates mature and proven technology would not rely on current or
future basic S&T efforts or resources. As a result, an MITL weapon sys-
tem could be acquired with operational system development or foreign
military system acquisition funds and thus would not negatively affect
S&T research funding and efforts supporting autonomous weapon capa-
bilities. Therefore, the acquisition of an MITL system would meet a criti-
cal requirement while providing the time and resources needed to develop
a more capable autonomous weapon system. The resources used to ac-
quire a new or modify a current MITL weapon system would reduce the
funds available for the acquisition of other USAF weapon systems. How-
ever, it would not drastically affect the USAF’s overall PCS capability. With
an apparently robust PCS capability against fixed targets, the funding of
a weapon system with a PCS capability against both fixed and mobile tar-
gets would be economically feasible and operationally smart. Therefore, to
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overcome past and probable future R&D funding shortfalls and provide an
interim PCS capability against mobile targets, the USAF should set its
sights on an MITL weapon system that incorporates proven technology.
This recommendation of interim MITL weapon systems to overcome delays
in technology development and maturation is not intended to carry the
past into the future rather than innovate new autonomous weapons. The
main objective would be to quickly provide a critically needed PCS capa-
bility with minimum R&D resources.

The critical issue the AFA committee addressed was whether or not
USAF R&D funding would be able to deliver the technology needed to
counter the threats of the future. In the area of autonomous weapons,
technology has not yet delivered a capability against mobile targets. S&T
funding shortfalls have not only delayed the development of autonomous
weapon systems but will also increase the risk associated with au-
tonomous weapon programs that are trying to overcome the USAF limita-
tions in executing PCS operations against mobile targets. 

Acquisition Risk Management

The acquisition of an MITL-guidance weapon system will not only pro-
vide needed PCS capability against mobile targets in high-risk collateral
damage environments but will also reduce the risk associated with future
autonomous-guidance weapons through the employment of acquisition
reform “best practices.” In recent years DOD has implemented several ac-
quisition initiatives that draw lessons from commercial practices, such as
Cost as an Independent Variable and Integrated Product teams. The re-
duction in S&T funding in the USAF will negatively affect the maturity of
sensor, seeker, and guidance technology required for an autonomous
weapon capability against mobile targets. This immaturity in autonomous
weapon technology will add risk to present and future weapon system pro-
grams attempting to overcome USAF PCS shortfalls against mobile tar-
gets. These funding-induced risks may be overcome by acquisition reform
initiatives that acquire weapons better, faster, and cheaper. 

Acquisition reform has been taught as the silver bullet that will allow
the acquisition of high-tech weaponry during today’s tight defense budget.
Many of these acquisition reform initiatives focus on commercial best
practices and the application of these to the defense sector. Commercial
practices do not automatically transfer to the defense sector, but the prin-
ciples and strategies on which these practices are based can demonstrate
ways for the USAF to make similar improvements in weapon acquisition.
A commercial practice highlighted by Katherine Schinasi and others in
“Applying Best Practices to Weapon Systems Takes the Right Environ-
ment” that could improve the USAF’s weapons acquisition is the attain-
ment and execution of key product knowledge points early in an acquisi-
tion program.
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In commercial product development, the placement of “key knowledge
points” drastically influences the risk associated with product acquisition.
Key knowledge points are those points in an acquisition process when the
decision makers have reached virtual certainty about aspects of the prod-
uct being developed.21 The authors stress that the attainment of key prod-
uct knowledge early in an R&D program is critical to program risk reduc-
tion and overall success. Key knowledge points occur early in commercial
programs; but in DOD product development, key knowledge points are de-
ferred until late in the program (fig. 2). These delays push the discovery
and resolution of unknowns, which could include the maturity of tech-
nology, into the production phase. Gaining knowledge earlier in program
development enables a system to meet performance and producibility re-
quirements and reduces system risk. However, the DOD acquisition
process is notorious for gaining knowledge late in program development.
In many DOD acquisition cycles, a weapon system program is started dur-
ing technology development.
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The different acquisition and risk management approaches taken by the
commercial sector and DOD are due to the way each defines success and
failure. Success in a commercial program is determined by the amount of
profit the firm makes on items sold to customers. Failure is defined as the
customer buying a competitor’s product. Because program success is de-
termined in production when the customer buys the finished product,
commercial programs are less likely to accept technology or design fea-
tures that may improve product performance if it cannot be proven there
will be no changes to product cost, quality, or quantity targets. The defi-
nition of success in a DOD program is complicated by the fact that the
point of sale begins at the very beginning of program development when
competition encourages overpromising performance while underestimat-
ing cost and schedule. Therefore, due to a competition for funding, risk in
the form of ambitious technology advancements and tight cost and sched-
ule estimates are accepted in the DOD acquisition process as a necessity
for program launch. Success occurs throughout program development as
the US government pays for the product on an installment basis. By the
time production begins, the customer—the US government—is so deeply
invested that it is unlikely to walk away.22 As a result, success in a
weapon system program is substantially determined early in the program
development and not when the final product is placed in the war fighter’s
hands. Weapon system success should be determined on what the prod-
uct actually delivers, not what it promises to deliver.

The risk associated with the development of a weapon system is directly
related to the successful management of cost, schedule, and performance.
Schinasi and others point out that the management of these factors is di-
rectly related to the knowledge of critical aspects of weapon development
and production. In the acquisition process, knowledge is the inverse of
risk. Three key knowledge points have been identified: (1) when a match
is made between the customer’s (weapon) requirements and available
technology; (2) when the weapon product’s design is determined to be ca-
pable of meeting performance requirements; and (3) when the product is
determined to be producible within cost, schedule, and quality goals.
Schinasi and others insightfully identified that these knowledge points are
applicable to both commercial and DOD product development cycles, but
where the knowledge points occur is very different. 

Knowledge Point 1 is defined when a match exists between available
technology and production requirements. This point occurs when product
requirements can be met without depending on immature technology. A
technology is mature when there is proof it will work and can be produced
at an acceptable cost, on schedule, and with high quality. Unlike com-
mercial acquisition practices, Schinasi and others identified that some
DOD programs do not attain this match between technology and system
requirements at the time that a program is launched. Furthermore, it was
discovered that many DOD weapon programs are launched during tech-
nology development. This practice of launching a program during tech-
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nology development greatly increases the technological risk associated
with the acquisition program. 

Knowledge Point 2 is defined when it is felt the design will work. This
point is met when the required percentage of engineering drawings are
available for critical design review. Schinasi and others pointed out that
the completion of engineering drawings in conjunction with critical design
reviews (CDR) demonstrates the confidence in a system’s design and the
technology maturity required to meet system requirements. Both DOD
and commercial sectors perform CDRs to review engineering drawings,
determine design maturity, and to “freeze” technology, performance, and
system requirements in product design. In addition, both sectors consider
a design to be complete when 90 percent of the engineering drawings are
completed. However, DOD typically performs CDRs prior to this level.
DOD has performed CDRs with less than one-third of the engineering
drawings completed, and many programs do not reach the 90 percent
level until the customer has received several production weapon systems.
This system development practice has caused several technical problems
associated with a system’s performance and has resulted in extensive re-
designs, cost increases, and scheduling delays. 

The third knowledge point occurs when production units meet cost,
schedule, and quality goals. While commercial acquisition practices re-
quire a very high confidence that the manufacturing process will be able
to produce a product within cost, quality, and schedule requirements be-
fore starting production, DOD acquisition practices require a lower confi-
dence level in system producibility when production is started. The ac-
quiring of producibility late in a program’s development once again causes
cost, schedule, and quality problems. 

The acquisition of an MITL system, in which all three key knowledge points
are known, will provide the USAF with a critically needed PCS capability
against mobile targets while allowing future autonomous-guidance weapon
programs to attain key knowledge points earlier in their overall acquisi-
tion process. Specifically, the acquisition of an MITL system would permit
a better match between autonomous weapon technology and autonomous
weapon requirements to occur before a program is launched. Further-
more, it would allow a greater percentage of engineering drawings to be
completed at CDR regarding autonomous weapon systems and thus re-
duce the risk of system redesign, cost increases, and scheduling delays.
In addition, it would allow future autonomous weapon programs to attain
required key producibility knowledge. These advantages would result in
the movement of all three key knowledge points to the left in relationship
to the overall autonomous weapon acquisition program. These actions
could delay the acquisition of an autonomous weapon system, but it
would greatly reduce the risk associated with the acquisition program. A
newly acquired interim MITL weapon would fill the operational PCS short-
fall caused by this delay.
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Precision capabilities against mobile targets in high-risk collateral dam-
age environments must not hinge on overpromised performance and un-
derestimated resource requirements. The USAF’s desire for autonomous
weapons could pressure weapon development programs to embrace tech-
nological advances that cannot be reasonably delivered. Schinasi and oth-
ers recommend that this pressure be reduced by separating technology
development from product development and by pushing program launch-
ing points to a point where technology development is mature. Also, if a
technology is pulled in the area of autonomous weapon systems but it
does not deliver the required operational capabilities in the area of mobile
targets, the USAF could find itself without any PCS capability against mo-
bile targets. There are many technological risks associated with au-
tonomous weapons for PCS operations. The acquisition of an MITL system
would allow new autonomous system production decisions to be delayed,
thus enabling a more balanced technology push/pull approach and pro-
viding the opportunity to address technology risks before a weapon pro-
gram is launched, not during weapon production.

Conclusion

This analysis of legality, accountability, operational flexibility, S&T fund-
ing shortfalls, and acquisition risk management issues has not provided a
universal answer to the manned versus unmanned question in regard to mil-
itary weapon systems. However, it has demonstrated a need for an MITL-
guided weapon system to overcome current limitations in USAF PCS capa-
bilities against mobile targets. The use of autonomous weapons may create
legal issues that may not be acceptable to military or civilian leadership who
desire accountability in military operations. Autonomous operations are
greatly affected by the ROEs associated with military operations. MITL-
guidance weapons could provide the flexibility and acquisition risk reduction
needed in today’s strategic environment. An MITL system could also mini-
mize the negative effects of technology maturation delays on PCS capabilities
brought about by USAF S&T funding shortfalls. Finally, an MITL weapon
would allow technology for autonomous weapon capabilities to mature to a
level that will reduce the risk in the acquisition of future autonomous PCS
weapons. A research, development, and acquisition strategy that includes
MITL weapon systems would not only provide a PCS capability against mo-
bile targets but would provide this capability in a strategic and acquisition
environment that demands “doing more with less.” 
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

Air Forces must harmonise their equipment with their doctrine but keep their vi-
sion far into the future.

—Air Vice-Marshal Tony Mason

Precision engagement has been and will continue to be the Holy Grail
of airpower and airmen. Improvements in airpower precision engagement
have been remarkable during the past century; however, recent airpower
operations have revealed a deficiency in airpower’s ability to precisely at-
tack mobile targets and fielded forces in a complex political-military col-
lateral damage sensitive environment. The inability to identify and pre-
cisely destroy military targets in close proximity of noncombatants is the
main cause of this deficiency. In addition, this shortfall in precision en-
gagement capabilities is an obvious airpower vulnerability to present and
potential adversaries that will be exploited through asymmetric strategies.
This weakness in precision engagement capabilities, in conjunction with
the political and military leadership’s desire to minimize collateral damage
and an adversary’s exploitation of this sensitivity, could limit the effec-
tiveness of future US airpower-focused military operations. At the same
time, the USAF’s weapon research, development, and acquisition strategy
is focusing on autonomous weapon systems while excluding MITL sys-
tems, thus reducing airpower’s inherent flexibility and adaptability.

The analysis of the current strategic environment, political guidance, mil-
itary operational doctrine, and recent airpower operations revealed their
complex interaction and influence on USAF armament R&D and the critical
need for PCS capabilities against mobile targets. The strategic environment
today and over the next two decades will create challenges for the USAF ar-
mament R&D strategy. USAF armament funding will remain static and con-
tinue to represent a small percentage of future DOD and USAF budgets. Fu-
ture airpower operations will cover the full spectrum of war to include
MOOTW. The USAF’s ability to provide the freedom to attack and freedom
from attack will be challenged by advanced technology ground systems that
will be transportable, relocatable, mobile, and very agile. US military opera-
tions will be based on achieving the culminating point early in a conflict and
providing a variety of responsive executable courses of action for its political
and military leaders. In addition, US military forces are becoming lighter,
leaner, and more lethal in an effort to support military operational concepts
against a technologically advancing threat across the entire spectrum of war.
Political aspects and realities will continue to influence US military weapon
modernization programs. In light of and in response to these issues and
stated joint and USAF doctrine, USAF armament R&D must acquire weapon
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systems that when called upon will provide the capability to apply selective
force against mobile targets with discrete and discriminant effects.

Recent military operations are evidence of the importance and the
steadily improving effectiveness of airpower in achieving national, politi-
cal, and military objectives. Airpower’s precision engagement capabili-
ties—specifically USAF capabilities—are the main reasons for this impor-
tance and effectiveness. Minimizing collateral damage is becoming a rule
of modern warfare; therefore, airpower strategies, operations, and
weapons R&D must treat this issue honestly and explicitly. Today, air-
power’s inherent versatility, flexibility, and responsiveness are linked in
large part to its precision engagement capabilities. Any reduction or fail-
ure to improve precision engagement capabilities will reduce the inherent
abilities and strengths of airpower.

The USAF has a vast array of guided air-to-ground weapons which enable
very effective and efficient PCS operations against fixed ground targets. How-
ever, in execution of one of the most difficult tasks in air-to-ground opera-
tions—the destruction of small, very mobile targets in adverse weather with
a strong air defense in a high-risk collateral damage environment—these
weapons provide only limited capabilities. Presently, LGBs, the GBU-15, the
AGM-130, and the AGM-65 MITL weapon systems provide the greatest PCS
capabilities; however, these systems have limitations. Airborne-designated
LGBs have adverse weather and standoff limitations, while the LANTIRN sys-
tem has only a marginal target identification capability that is greatly de-
pendent on employment tactics. The GBU-15 has limited all-weather and
standoff capabilities; but even with precision guidance, its large warhead
could cause considerable collateral damage. Its lack of loiter and go-around
flight profiles greatly limits its target identification capabilities. Except for
greater standoff ranges, the AGM-130 and AGM-142 have the same limita-
tions as the GBU-15. The AGM-65 has a much smaller warhead than the
GBU-15, AGM-130, and AGM-142; but it has a limited standoff range and
no target identification or update capability after release.

Current USAF GPS-guided autonomous weapons are limited in their
ability to meet target identification requirements and location uncertain-
ties associated with mobile targets. TLE and TLU will continue to limit
GPS-guided autonomous weapon effectiveness. Seeker advances may ul-
timately overcome these limitations, but current seeker technologies have
only demonstrated the ability to identify large strategic fixed targets. A few
seeker technologies have demonstrated an identification capability
against stationary mobile targets, but these technologies will not be oper-
ational within the next 10 years. Presently, no USAF operational air-to-
ground weapon system has an autonomous target acquisition capability
against mobile targets.

The USAF’s strategy to leverage present and future sensor and guidance
technologies to overcome limitations in current PCS operations against
mobile targets in high-risk collateral damage environments is sound and
justified. However, the analysis of these near-term sensors and weapons
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and their related technologies reveals that many of these systems will not
be operational for another 10 to 15 years. In addition, there are techno-
logical risks associated with many of these sensor and weapon systems
that could delay their acquisition or reduce their operational effectiveness. 

An analysis of legality, accountability, operational flexibility, S&T fund-
ing shortfalls, and acquisition risk management issues demonstrated a
need for an MITL-guided weapon system in regard to providing a PCS ca-
pability against mobile targets. The use of autonomous weapons may cre-
ate legal issues that may not be acceptable to military or civilian leader-
ship. Autonomous weapons may not provide the appropriate amount of
accountability in military operations. Autonomous operations will be
greatly affected by the ROEs associated with the military operations.
MITL-guided weapons could provide the flexibility and acquisition risk re-
duction needed in today’s strategic environment. 

Is there a “single best route” the USAF should follow in its research, de-
velopment, and acquisition of a weapon system that will provide it with a
PCS capability against mobile targets as Rosen suggests? Clearly, there is
no single best strategy or weapon that the USAF can follow or acquire that
will provide a PCS capability against mobile targets in a manner that is
completely appropriate with today’s strategic environment. The USAF will
have to balance the need for future capabilities against today’s realities.
The creation, selection, and execution of weapon research, development,
and acquisition strategies that address future requirements while meeting
today’s realities are challenging exercises in risk management. 

Current USAF weapons research, development, and acquisition places an
emphasis on the emergence of autonomous-guidance precision weapons
within the next five to 10 years to overcome shortfalls in its PCS capabilities
against mobile ground targets. There should be concern over the amount of
risk associated with the emerging technologies that will provide this au-
tonomous capability and the neglect of MITL weapon systems at the expense
of these brilliant weapons. The USAF may be creating a “window of risk” for
the next several years by focusing on autonomous weapons and not bolster-
ing or improving current generation precision-guided weapons. The USAF
may be “overreacting to the lure of new technologies and placing all of its eggs
in a single fragile basket, without due attention to the budgetary and tech-
nical pitfalls that still lie ahead.”1 However, if USAF leaders believe Gen
Joseph W. Ralston’s statement, “We (USAF) can do the job we are asked to
do with acceptable risk,” then the USAF should continue with its cur-
rent autonomous-guided weapon strategy.2 But if the risk of collateral dam-
age and its effect on near-term airpower operations are unacceptable, the
USAF needs to modify its weapon acquisition strategy to include the acqui-
sition of an MITL-guidance precision weapon capability. 

Any acquired or modified MITL weapon system must overcome current
limitations in USAF MITL weapon systems. These limitations include lim-
ited FOV and FOR, no loiter or go-around capability, marginal seeker per-
formance, and no cockpit video playback capability. To minimize the ac-
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quisition time line, the USAF should first attempt to acquire a currently
operational US or foreign MITL weapon system. If no such weapon system
is available, an operational system—US or foreign—should be acquired
and modification made to overcome any of the previously mentioned lim-
itations. The USAF should not develop a new MITL weapon system due to
the extended weapon acquisition time line typically associated with mili-
tary acquisition programs. The full-scale development of an MITL weapon
system would not address current USAF PCS requirements.

If the USAF continues with its current strategy which focuses on au-
tonomous weapons, at a minimum it should incorporate an MITL capa-
bility or P3I into any LOCAAS-like weapon selected from the MMC acqui-
sition program. This MITL capability will reduce the risk associated with
autonomous seeker technology and increase the flexibility of the weapon
systems. If the addition of an MITL capability is cost-prohibitive, a cost-
saving strategy may be to acquire only the resources (i.e., seekers and
data-link equipment) needed to provide this capability to only 10 or 20
percent of the LOCAAS-like weapon inventory.

During the next 10 years, the USAF will be called upon to provide a PCS
capability against mobile targets in a high-risk collateral damage environ-
ment. Presently, and in the near term, the only weapon system that can
provide an operational precision capability in a high-risk collateral dam-
age environment within two to three years is an “improved” data-link
MITL-guidance standoff weapon that overcomes current MITL-guidance
weapon limitations. Future sensor and guidance technologies must be
pursued. However, to meet today’s operational shortfalls in PCS opera-
tions, resources must be invested in weapon systems that will quickly
provide the USAF with a PCS capability against mobile targets.

The USAF’s basic doctrinal manual, AFDD 1, states, “Air and space
power is providing the ‘scalpel’ of joint service operations—the ability to
forgo the brute force-on-force tactics of previous wars and apply discrim-
inate force precisely where required.”3 If precision engagement is going to
continue to be a critical part of USAF doctrine and if recent airpower op-
erations are indicative of future airpower employment, the USAF must ac-
quire a PCS capability against mobile targets that enables airpower to
achieve political and military objectives in a manner appropriate to the
strategic environment. If the USAF fails to acquire a PCS capability
against mobile targets in the near term, it may be repeating past mistakes
and placing itself in a precarious situation where “. . . doctrine had far
outrun the capability to implement it.”4
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Glossary

AFA Air Force Association
AFDD Air Force Doctrine Document
AGM air-to-ground missile
AMM autonomous miniaturized munition
AMSTE affordable moving target engagement
ASARS Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar System
ATA automatic target acquisition
ATACMS Army Tactical Missile System
ATD advanced technology demonstration
ATR automatic target recognition
BAT Brilliant anti-armor submunition
BDA battle damage assessment
BLU bomb series designator
CAF Combat Air Force
CALCAM conventional air-launched cruise missile
CAOC Combined Air Operations Center
CBU cluster bomb unit
CDR critical design review
CEM combined effects munitions
CEP circular error probability
CLAMS Complementary LADAR/MMW Seeker
DMPI desired mean point of impact
DOD Department of Defense
EMD engineering and manufacturing development
EO electro-optical
FLIR forward-looking infrared
FOR field of regard
FOV field of view
FPA focal plane array
FRY Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
FTMM fixed-target miniature munition
GBU guided bomb unit
GCU guidance control unit
GMTI ground-moving target indicating
GPS Global Positioning System
GW global war
HRC high-end regional competitor
IIR imaging infrared
INS inertial navigation system
INU inertial navigation unit
IR infrared
JAOA Joint Analysis of Alternatives
JASSM joint air-to-surface standoff missile
JDAM joint direct attack munition
JSOW joint standoff weapon
JSTARS joint surveillance, target attack radar system
LADAR laser radar
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LANTIRN low altitude navigation target identification
LGB laser-guided bomb
LOCAAS Low Cost Autonomous Attack System
LOS line of sight
LRC low-end regional competitor
MITL man in the loop
MK bomb series designator
MLRS multiple launch rocket system
MMC miniaturized munitions capability
MMW millimeter wave
MNS mission need statement
MOOTW military operations other than war
MOP measures of performance
MSTAR moving and stationary target acquisition and

recognition
MTE moving target exploitation
MTI moving target indicator
MTMM mobile target miniature munition
MTW major theater war
NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization
NM nautical mile
NSS national security strategy
P3I preplanned product improvement
PCS precision conventional strike
PDRR program definition and risk reduction 
PGM precision-guided munition
PIP product improvement program
R&D research and development
RF radio frequency
ROE rules of engagement 
S&T science and technology
SAR synthetic aperture radar
SFW sensor fused weapon
SSA system of systems approach
SSC small-scale conflict
TESAR Tactical Endurance Synthetic Aperture Radar
TLE target location error
TLU target location uncertainty
TMD tactical munition dispenser
UAV unmanned aerial vehicle
UCAV uninhabited combat aerial vehicle
UN United Nations
USAF United States Air Force
VID visually identify
WAS wide area surveillance
WCMD wind corrected munition dispenser
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